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Goals Need Water in
Summer?

Editor Democrat :
Some time ago an article appeared in
A PARKER,
|>|s!!KK
your columns, arguing the necessity of
at Law,
utorneys ami Counsellor*
having access to water in addition care and management of the machine,
sheep
MAINE.
to what they get in rain and dew during we look for improvement in this direcKl'MFORD IfALLS,
the summer season, the same as in win tion. On many farms the loss in time
\ Special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parkei ter; and more recently another paper and
Blsliee,
1„ :v 1»·
money resulting from improper
advanced the same idea.
care of machinery, would represent in
L. BUCK,
Now, instead of giving my opinion dollars and cents a moderate income.
farm machinery ie
here, my purpose is rather to relate
in use,
When
Surgeon Dentiet,
what I learned by observation and hear- generally working more or less in dust
MAINE.
sol'TII PARIS,
to and
say, and theu leave it for each one
dirt, and on this accouut is liable to
warranted.
draw his own conclusions.
\
III)· best worn
rapid wear unless given the best of care
During the seasou of 1848 I worked when iu use. In oiling, the rule should
for Capt. Thomas Stickney, whose farm be to oil little and often, rather than
II. I*. JoNES,
lay ou a hillside, inclining to the south, much and seldom, for all superfluous
Dentist,
iiuck of the tiehis and on the summit of oil will only run to the outside of the
the hill was his sheep pasture, com- bearing aud collect dust, more or less of
MAINE.
NORWAY,
posed. as usual, of soil aud ledge; but which works into the boxing, causing
12—1 to *.
oilii-e Hour»—9 to
not a brook nor spring inside the in- rapid wearing and a consequent weakencisure. Whether those sheep suffered ing of the machine and thus shortening
■ 1 r. SMITH,
from thirst, being wholly deprived of its life. Oil should be of the best
Γι
water except what they got in falliug quality and its heaviness or tenacity
at
Law,
Attorney
rain and dew, 1 do not know; but do should depend on the machine upon
MAINE.
NORWAY,
know that they looked well and always which it is to be used. Machines doing
Collections a Specialty. seemed contented.
Blot k.
Hit
heavy work require thicker oil than
My next summer's work, 1849, was those doing lighter work. High-speeded
A I'ARK
for C'apt. James Staples, whose farm hearings require thinner oil than the
was also on a hill, about half a mile slow-moving parts.
Attorneys at Law,
south of Canton village, more elevated
A mistake very often made is noglect
MAIN·,
tiiau the one above mentioned, and in- to keep all boxings and wearing sur!5KTHKL,
Park.
south.
C.
the
KUerv
of
t ! lisoc Ε. derrick.
clined to the north instoad
faces tight. All standard makes of
One day as we were traveling along in machines are so arranged usually that
the pasture the captain suddenly halted the wearing surfaces may be renewed at
..UN S. UARLOW,
and remarked; "Now I want to show slight expense if done in time. For
and tell you something; there is that iustance, nearly all modern mowers have
Attorney at Law,
MAINE.
hollow near the end of that ledge, con- wear-plates on the cutter-bar that may
IMXKIELD,
taining about a gallon of water, as you I be replaced at a slight expense when
When I made this
of a new
cau see for yourself.
RIGHT Λ WIIEELER,
worn, thus saving the expense
into a sheep
pasture, supposing of cutter-bar. But very often machines
that are worn
course the sheep must have access to are found with
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, water, 1 dug that hole, it being the off aud the sickle plates
worn into the bar unSouth paris, maine.
only place where there was any sight til it is either necessary to get a new bar
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
for it. That was three years ago, aud 1 at a considerable expense or the machine
a sheep
never have yet seeu the sign of
must be consigned to the scrap-pile,
Aud
track about the place to this day."
when only a few cents spent in replacing
that
indications
no
the wear plates at the right time would
certainly there were
the
place.
have increased the lasting qualities of
they had ever visited
In describing the goat years ago Josh the machine twofold.
Wc carry a gooil line of
If the proper tools are at hand, most
Billings said it was a coarse woolen
of the repairing work can be done on
sheep; and really there is a striking
similarity between the two animals. As the farm as well as at a blacksmith shop.
mentioned last week ours has been The general repair work is best left unhitched with a long chain ever since the til winter or other time when work is
and with one slack and then as much of it as possible
grass started in the spring;
exception he has never drunk a drop of should be done at home. When this is
water, and that was soon after getting done, the machinery is usually put into
out of the barn in the spring.
better condition for a season's work, for
Since making the* above statement there is then plenty of time to do the
had
Our line of
and rememberiug that our goat
work and any parts that may be needed
been offered no water for several weeks, can be sent for with plenty of time to
aud
cool
perfect wait for their arrival. If the general
I offered him some,
from the fountain; but on touching it repairing is done by the blacksmith,
with his nose he shook his head, then usually at least a couple of miles away,
Is larger than ever before.
went off apparently disgusted to think none of it is done until just before the
he hadn't been offered something better. machine is to be used, and then the
Prices Reasonable.
All of which is suggestive to say the blacksmith is busy and only just as
least.
much work is done on the machine as
If the question be asked how these will put it into running condition. The
animals can live and thrive so long with result is, the machine is only partially
that they
so little drink, the answer is
repaired and the work attempted is in
not
require much less than cattle; ofandtheir
consequence unsatisfactorily done.—H.
South Paris, Maine.
U m berger in Kansas Farmer.
only so but they take much
food at night when wet with falling
1'
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South Paris, Maine.

H0LLISTER3

ftocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
A Bust Medicine for Busy Peopl·.
Gulden Health and Renewed Vigor.

B::sj3

A Mxvillo fir Constipation. ImligeKtion. Live
I Κί·Ιη··ν Troubles. Pimpl»·». Eczema, Iuipure
lt.i ! Brt-ath. Sluk'irsh Bowels, Hea>lach«?
: Hactcache.
It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tabOfnuine made by
!· f f in. a.1 cents a box.
II
γεκ Dura Compasy, Madison, Wis».
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Shirt Waists and Skirts a Specialty.
Work done in the best manner.
34 Hill Street,
South Paris.
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you

can

one

buy

half the cost of any rug
Senil for booklet M.

NOVELTY RUG CO.,

368 Congress Street,
MAINE.
CORTLAND.

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem
lock and Poplar, delivered on earn a ;
any Κ. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel
the coming year.
E. W. PEN LEY, Weet Parie.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1901.
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HAIR

CImmm awl bwutiflc· the hair,
fruotuw· a luiunant giv««h·
Nerer Fail» to HcrtoreGray
Hair to Ita Toothful Color.
Cum arm)μ diatiei a hair tailing
X<·. md tl-UJ at Dnngiit»
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is a remark past doubt that
Courad Macdouald was a
most wonderful chemist.
Myself 1 know this, and
that's why 1 say it. Ills small knot
of acquaintances are, with few excep-

tions, entirely ignorant on the subject
Eveu llie 1ΐ ut ton Garden people, who
ought to know, have overlooked this
talent iu their awe at one another of
the man's j>eculiur attributes.
Pedantically Macdonald was Ph. D.
of Ijcipsic and a 1). Sc. of London,
which, of course, does not go for
much, and he was also a B. A. of Cambridge. lirst class Nat. Science Tripos,
Iwth parts, which naturally goes for
uolliing at ull. Honors men arc notorious lizzies in after life, and so
none of tliewe things in the least proves
that he was usefully and practically
Even the post at Burton-ouclever.
Treut, from which he derived a living
during some sixteen preparatory years,
He
was no criterion of his powers.
Ofwas merely analyst in a brewery.
ticially that may argue certain niceties
of manipulation and an elementary
knowledge of organic work, but no operations are required which are not exhaustively remarked upon in the text
books.
Original research is entirely
foreign to that branch of the trade.
For the style of work he drew a good
Income—few journeymen analysts could

better—but the exoteric public
boast
failed to see how he spent it. He fared
on Spanish claret, Camembert cheese,
brown biscuit and plug tobacco entirely; bought one inferior suit of black
per annum, which became many hued
with bleach and add before the day of
discarding; never purchased lettera

original outfit before even I touched
work was enormous—chemistry, miner-

alogy and the whole of physics, crystallography, geology, mechanics—all to

the utmost verge that any man had
ever worked l>eforc.
They took up
years of ferocious labor and almost
all ni}* capital. The balance of money
wont in buying diamonds to experiment upon. Then I had to work for
more funds and got this job of analyst
It's been an awful
here in Burton.
time. You know I'm a luxurious minded chap, fond of purple and soft living,
and yet I've not spent £C0 a twelvemonth on my body through all these
years. Except the odd moments when

I had my swim in that tank, I've been
biting against the fates from waking
huur to sleeping time.
The big mistake I worked under for
a long time was in thinking with other
chemists that diamonds were nothing

are
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lie inhabited then a large rectangular burn, standing by itself in a field.
It had originally been a grain store,
possessed no chimney and had win-

A

crush and

a

blindlwj explosion.

prolonged

heat of a relie got specimens of diainantoid carbon, but they
were small in size and when placed 011
the polishiuj; wheel immediately crumI was about as lucky, except
bled.
that in addition I had u bad blow-up
which cost me half a femoral muscle
ver bora tory

furnace.

rain or dew.
Nebraska's Wheat Boom.
This point may be illustrated by reNebuchadof
King
ferring to the case
nezzar.
History informs us that before A HUNDRED THOUSAND CARS NEEDED
a winebibber;
as
uoted
was
he
his fall
hammock slung across one
canvas
TO HANDLE CHOP.
but after being turned out to grass, and
and a blauket sleeping sack savangle
The and will make me limp to my dying
feeding wheu the dew was on, not a
ed the formality of bedmakiug.
word is said about hi* ever drinking
was
The winter wheat yield for Nebraska tioor was a seat which never required day. Afterward I found that there
durother
or
water
beverage
any
wine,
he re- will amount, according to conservative draggiug into position. These things, something else in natural diamonds bewhich
in
"times"
seven
the
ing
to fifty million bushels. In when
reported in Burton-on-Treut, sides pure carbon, and, working with
mained a beast. And let us hope the estimates,
season was this total
of a that something else and a mechanical
were looked upon as the adjuncts
ordeal made a good temperance man of only one previous
ever equalled, but in quality the wheat
him during the remainder of his life.
Moreover, there was usually contrivance with electrical adjuncts"—
savage.
of that year would not even approach
free chlorine lu the air,, which, with
"Oh, look here," I cut in, "that'll do.
that of this. As a direct result the tide
other stinks of the place, bit heav- You make me tired."
the
bewas
never
of prosperity in Nebraska
Local Beef Raising profitable.
"Greek, still Greek to you'/"
ily into a stranger's lung.
so high and the prospects
When we note the percentage of beef fore running
Macdonald became a
Consequently
"Emphatically; so come to results.
the
future were never more roseate.
for
the
to
west
the
furnished
by
consumed,
in the spring the Hessian fly pariah and was left severely alone, You say you know how to make diafarmers
our
that
Early
must
we
regret
east,
He nat- monds of large size for half nothing a
scare threatened the crop in a large which was what he wanted.
do not equally share the profit of local
section of the wheat belt, but nature urally earned the reputation of being carat—diamonds which will stand cutbeef supply.
the aid of the wheat grower and mad, which he was not, and of being ting and which are In all respects equal
Portland, Me., consumes 85 per cent came to the
Meanwhile weather
with
killed
pest.
unclean, which was only true
of western beef; Cambridge, Mass., 91*;
to the dug up animal?"
continued perfect, and the
Providence, R. I., 98, and even in Syra- conditions
modification. For instance, he had η
Macdonald nodded and rubbed bis
the
and
sent
when
through
the wheat,
ripe
thrice
cuse "·> per cent is brought from
tank in his barn and dived there
hands softly.
to
found
was
weigh
sixty
Our regret deepens into pity thrasher,
west.
vnn'iui irillUi tn nilt tlllMll
and over to the bushel. Many uuuy.
and sorrow for the farmers of the Em- pounds
at
ou the market? Well, don't flood It und
The other attribute which I hinted
in fact, were found to have yieldfields,
pire State.
ed wheat that weighed out sixty-four us being his was a business talent you've got the softest thing any one
Why should the east depend upon
and sixty-five pounds. It commanded
and
west
far
which enabled him to bring off the big man ever owned since Noah had the
in the
poorer beef raised
from the miller
blackmailing coup of the century monopoly for live stock."
southwest where the poor brutes are top prices immediately
gest
wheat.
as No. 1 hard
his
half starved half the year and never be- or elevator agent
"It's highly Improbable that I make
So cunningly had he kept this up
for
wheat
The quality of Western
come of the fiue quality of those reared
sleeve that not even I and the other or sell a single crystal."
of
because
heavy
and fed near our home market? It is several seasons, chietly
knew anything about it. He had
I turned and stared at him. Was the
rains while the grain was in shock, has man
not because good beef docs not pay for
himself up till then in all man crazy ?
exhibited
almost
been
have
and
millers
been
and
poor;
home consumption. Steers well fed
as the most un
"There's a much better dodge than
frantic to secure the grade of wheat that matters commercial
well bred near our best paying markets
The millers are methodical creature Imaginable.
demanded.
trade
the
setting up a diamond factory."
other
than
any
yield larger prolits
till
him
see
now determined to lay in a supply of the
As it chanced, I did not
He paused again and laughed.
products of home farms.
article for future use, and al- after the blackmailing scheme had been
"Speak, you scoundrel!" I shouted.
A thrifty farmer of New York state high grade
than
less
is
and they
the thrashing season
"Dou't keep me in the thumbscrews
laid before the diamond ring,
told me that tifty purchased steers fed though
demand
two weeks old in Nebraska the
through one wiuter on hay and a sum- in the west in the local markets has were beginning to show their distaste hero. What's better?"
on
mer on grass pays him £> per cent
its proposals in violent form.
"Why, not doing It and being paid
absorbed every car of wheat for
the investment. What does the dairy already
answered my kick on the door for that same. Don't you know that
He
Kansas
of
centres
City,
or oats or pota- sent to the grain
corn
or
What
hay
vive?" recog- all the diamond people have clubbed
pay'.'
Omaha and Lincoln, the chief marts in panel with a sharp "Qui
toes? Surely not 25 per cent profit.
nized my voice and let me in.
together Into the biggest ring or trust
What some have done others can do. the trade.
I drew, to my surprise, an easy or corner or whatever you choose to
The movement of a bumper crop of
The demand for good beef was uever
wheat is more of a problem than the breath and commented with point
call It of any commercial fraternity In
greater nor the prices ever higher than
uninitiated might imagine. Counting the unwonted clearness of the atmos- all the world? This ring either owns
at present.
alone, only a little
or has a governing Interest In all the
Fast horses nor automobiles driven at Nebraska's crop
phere. He asked if I had a pistol.
is required to discover the vast
I said; ''never carry one; althe highest speed can compare with the figuring
No,
big mines in Africa, Brazil and India,
to ship
needed
trains
of
number
freight
beef
home
production.
too much afraid of shooting my- and even the lesser ones In Virginia
profit on
of the state. Estimating the aver- ways
it
out
it?
in
And
is
there
money
a
Though hint,
the deuce do you want and Borneo and those places, and It
carload of wheat at thirty thousand self. And what
who despises honest profit?—Dr. A. S. age
regulates the output and brings the
pounds and figuring sixty pounds to the η pistol for, anyway?"
Heath In New England Farmer.
"I have one for myself, but I thought price to what it exactly likes. Do you
bushel, it is seen that a carload only
contains five hundred bushels. With you might find it convenient to be arm- think that ring would submit to having
Sheep and Wool Prospects.
the state's entire crop of fifty million ed also—'heeled,' don't you call It iu another mine opened—my mine—withthe
secretary
Mr. Mortimer Levering,
it follows that one hundred
bushels,
associaGrowers'
Wool
out trying very hard to have two finNational
your slang?"
of the
thousand cars would be required to
said:
interview
a
recent
in
Hut why? What bee have you got gers and a thumb in ItV"
tion,
is almost stagThis
total.
the
handle
"I am not prepared to predict higher
And so you offered to
Innnet now? Why ever should
"Not much.
but it represents cold facts and in yoj:r
ap- gering,
with the riug?"
prices, but at present the marketbasis.
trade
»u. ot ail |>eoplc. take ta manslaughthe
:·
fashion
in
tells
prodigious
striking
on a legitimate
pears to me to be
"I wrote to two Ilntton Garden felof the average Western ter?"
A world's shortage of wool has been possibilities
as vou
McIJiniiie.
I kuew—they were merchants I
in
a
favorable
lows
state
year.—Tribune
crop
"Kecaii.se,
good
my
It was
growing on us for several years.
Farmer.
the
to
atmosphere
Used
for
buy my diamonds from to exremarked
yourself,
aggravated by decimation of docks in
them
of this place has changed. The dnv of perimentalize with—and invited
Australia and Argentina, but our peoan expert
Give all horses on the place at least evil smells is past, thank goodness. to come down here with
ple were not quick enough to anticipate
a man
made a three weeks' vacation in the fields.
The
fight
condition.
this
here s been no free chlorine on the friend. They came and brought
feet
with them wko—on paper, at any rateagainst sheep growers in the west by The grass will be good for their
roam round this barn for three mortal
cattlemen discouraged many and caueed and as a feed will help to get all the old months. Here; don't light your pipe at is one of the first chemists of the day.
them to close out, all these influences grain out of their system, besides giving
I treated them to a short scientific lecthe lUinsen. Try a spill."
combining to create the present scarcity them a good rest. Horses that are
Gerstated some facts and showed
valuable
a
from
leaf
a
ture,
tore
He
with the result that wool is now selling worked every day must be given a diet
Then before
when man work on crystallography and them some specimens.
since the civil of
time
and
at
thau
On
days
any
Sundays
higher
grain.
"with a them I loaded up a small gun metal
In ray opinion, present prices will not in use, turn work horses into the twisted it up. I stared at him
war.
Com- puckered head. He flung the book with cylinder with various things, screwed
Ledger.
be maintained for two years to come. fields.—Philadelphia
Even if the whole country should de- menting on the above the Middlebury, a crash at a rack of test tubes and on the top and sealed it.
"
While this
vote its energy to produciug wool an Vt., Register aptly says:
'Now, Mr. Levenstein,' said I to
laughed.
"
over supply would be impossible for at item was intended doubtless to apply to
one of them, *you put. that in your
I
m not mad or anywhere near It
Manufacturers, the city equine it can be applied to his
legist half a decade.
and take it away with you. If
he explained, "but I've done with orig- pocket
not speculators, are responsible for the country brother. Horses like men will
it as it is the thing's safe
leave
chemand
you
what do better work if given a period of re- inal research In chemistry
present market and they know
stone. If you try to una
as
paving
Amen
ever and ever.
they are doing. I do not say we are laxation and the delivery team horse lci| physics for
a week'e out you'll have
before
it
screw
I will wear longer if given two or three At the present moment I'm trving to
going to have a higher market, but
an explosion which an anarchist might
would not be surprised at a further weeks' respite from daily toil.
levy my fee. and it Is not an easy Job.
be proud of, and, whatever else hapappreciation of one or two cents."
There's * st*»ng"probability that I
to the diamond ring, their subsepens
a
and
a
colfln
A western stock paper states that a •han't earn more than
for
proceedings won't Interest you
quent
Dressing
Hay.
Top
good many heavy cattle weighing from coroner's Inquest. By the way, where any more. But if at the end of the
mowI have heard that top dressing
1500 to 1700 pounds were received in
bMn to"· '»«
week you take out the stopper, which
not
Chicago from western feeders who by
ing fields with barn dressing does
I put it
the
that
in
can do then as safely as
the
proper holding for a rise made no profit
you
In
give the best results;
and
bird·
aye-ayes
Collecting
renovate worn out latter part of their growth.
We believe
find a colorless liquid and
in,
you'll
way to pursue to
mind
that
Try
Madagascar. But never
mowing fields is to plow and cultivate that if more Maine farmers would adopt to tell me sanely and concisely what rather a good diamond. I'll make you
like
and seed to grass.
the plan of pushing their eteers from
a present of the lot to do what you
It isn't the
In the early spring we intended to calfhood to 18 or 20 months of age into you ve been at recently.
with.'
and ap
heard
heavy baby beef by judicious use of marrying tack, I suppose?"
plo* a certain field for crops barn
"They went away then, and I
maIt's this." He
"Not much. Look.
oata, barley and clover and pea hay comfound
plied a fair quantity of coarseunder
week
the
they'd
of
end
the
at
the bined with good pasture in season, took
nure to the surface to plow
something from his coat pocket,
I
all right—a gem, I guess,
sod, but for certain reasons a portion ol there would be a considerably better pulled out my watch and scratched on the diamond
that they sent to
To
oui
the field remained nnplowed.
margin of profit than is now attained by the glass the word "Feci" in large worth about £150—and cut into a brilAmsterdam to get it
surprise when we cut the hay recently feeding a year longer. Who has tried I straggling, angular letters.
we foand an excellent crop of hay, it?—Maine Farmer.
liant.
"The deuce you did!" I said. "Let
clover and timothy showing a good
"Well, that specimen gem took Its
This
Shade of Solomon!
me look.
none noticed
been
had
there
where
yield,
all right, and then I didn't hear
facets
We think the premiums paid on can t be a diamond ?"
for a year or more before.
anything more from the diamond ring
CaD t ΡΓΟνβ !t t0 be aQything
Last fall we spread some dressing fruit and all produce of the farm are
for some time. They commuwith
the
amount
directly
season
and
this
small
of
sod
compared
a
on
very
strip
nicated Indirectly. First a pyramid of
found a good stand of grass, green and paid on horses, oxen, cows and joung
An expert could, perhaps."
of
beer barrels took the opportunity
thrifty, showing plainly where thf > stock, sheep and swine. Some of our
"An expert couldn't For one reason,
as I was crossing the brewdressing bad been scattered. Thes< 1 county fairs will pay 125 to encourage t
collapsing
happens to be a dlamond-a gem
results show that if a fair quantity ol men to maké a yoke of oxen draw more
I escaped by the skin of my
mlne aud α· shop, ery yard.
be
manure
evenly rocks on a drag than they ought to
well-pulverized
teeth and thought It was an accident.
That
nor
less.
neither
more
of
the
best
acre
a
manun
for
or
ItHInuie,
13
pull, and 12
spread over a field by
Then there was a gas explosion in my
spreader, if our aim is to raise bay corn or wheat. The small premiums s a rhombic dodecahedron, morpholog- laboratory, and the place was wrecked
'< do not encourage our farmers to exhibit
is
easiest
the
fields
as
a
old
the
same
ically and chemically
top dressing
the greatest miraand most economical method to pursue farm produce.—H. J. A. Simmons, diamond from Kimberley or BrasU body and walla. By
I'd just gone outside, and
on
earth
cle
—C. ▲. Maoe in New England Fanner.
Waldoboto, Me.
the
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else"U

MchÎÎT °f, ?e

I Not

and sleep
you t!:'nk you'd lie!tor go
s:iu·.' Christian?"
at the ho:ei. lik.·
"I do. niy-t c'istinctly. And I'll go If
you'll cau'.c '.villi mo."
"No, I won't, th.mks. Luck on the
hoi'.·!, for 0:1·» th .r,' And, iwsidcs, I'm

goiu:,' to

: t :·

It <Λ'Λ here.

counting experimental labor,

\

among the skeletons and tombstones of
the past and protests against the prévint and proposed dodgings of tlie
future, and so oil. I know that they
are awfully nice people, and I am sorry
for their misfortunes, and sometimes I

The Wedding at
St. Ann's

By EDWAR.D MAHSDEN COOKE
Cnpurioht,

bu American Pre*r
Amiciati'M

1905,

Is Leonard Hopkins mounted
the steps of tlie club he met
fessr old General Dodge coming
down, and tliore wis something vt»ry attractive about tbe way the
across
younger uian lout bis assistance
the icy pavement to the veteran. Uther men might have done the same tiling,
»

I'm not going but not in just the

!.·! tli'o.· s )ι;ικϊ.·(Ίη think they've
Of course they deny all
se:'re', me.
kr. nvlcv'.ge of tliose outrages, and It
would be ii:ij ossiMe to father them on
to

Indeed, Levenstein
Hatton Oardon.
baa al thin moment a libel suit pending
ag :i:ist in»· f τ an open letter I wrote
Itut there's not
to him on the su!:joct.
the smallest doubt that that's what

same way, and the
old man felt it and smiled to hims.clf
as he drove away, muttering something
about "Hopkins' boy" being an uncommonly flue fellow. These young men
all occupied places iu his mind as some-

body's boys.
Up iu the hall above the man who
took Hopkins' hat and coat felt warmed by the kindliness of his manner.
The servants always felt that way
about him after they got accustomed to

they're after."
"lîut, my good fool, they've oceans
of money, and if they go on long the sternness of his face. It did not
enough they're bound to bag you at matter that they had no business to
last."

"My dear McIIiunie, they won't go
They'll get my ultimatum tomorrow morning. That points out that the
working details of my invention are

on.

necessary life Insurance I naturally
stick to the publication clause in the
newspaper on the day of my death. So
1 fancy, McHinnie, I've got that dia-

but pure carbon. I diil crystallize that, mond ring as nicely on toast as ever
though I didn't say anything about it. yet blackmailer"—
A crash and a blinding explosion cut
Another man—Mr. liauuuy of Glasgow
—also did tlie same thing and publish- short Macdonald's sentence. The fared his results in 1880. Lie exposed a ther wall of the place swept bodily tomixture of parallin spirit and bone oil ward us In a whirlwind of smoke and
distillate with lithium in a strong iron flames, and as the blast smote me on
tube to the

dows only In the roof. When necessary
Macdouald procured heat by exalting
a brick over two roaring Bunsen burners. light by inducing the said Buusene
to cast forth yellow, smoky fiâmes. A

ins

for leaving things as they were?"
"A pension of £200,000 a year so long
as I keep the recipe to myself. Tomorrow morning they'll know of this and
the conditions, and they'll be bound to
accept. Tonight they don't know, and
so assassination still strikes them as
sound business. But, as i say, tomorrow there'll be a meeting of the available chiefs of the ring, and they'll snap
up my terms. I'm dirt cheap at the
price. They'll have to screw that £200,000 per annum out of the diamond buying public for a good many years to
You see, they wouldn't cut
come yet.
short the pension by slaying me, because, ipso facto, they would smash
their own trade by dolug It. As a very

whether Macdouald was supporting an
invalid mother in luxury elsewhere.
Macdouald knew very few people
outside the brewery. Myself and one
other man made up his list of callers.
As the other man pinned himself to

|

him off with that."
"Fhoot hiiu?"
"No; what was the use, poor rogue?
Ho was only a paid tool earning his
c!irty pay, and, besides, I didn't want
to get mvsoif Into a row with the poI'ce. Nice snuji place to spend the evenIn, till1·, McIIhmle, isn't it? Don't

be the sensation of the century."
"Quite so. What ligure do yoti charge

press, amusement or new hats, and yet
wore his money down to the breaking
strain. The local bank manager while
sending him uncivil letters about overdrawing his account used to wonder

travel IS,000 miles per annum, mostly
on foot or horseback, he did not often
turn up at Burtou-on-Treut, and, ulso
because of wanderlust, my own visits
rarely amounted to the biannual.
Neither Macdouald's residence nor his
menage was attractive enough to draw

tlie only victim was a straugo man,
who was blown to rags. That made
me
suspicious, and when walking
a man
across the fields here tonight
recame for me with a knife. I'd this
volver ready in my pocket and shoved

written upon paper and bestowed in
safe keeping elsewhere. In the event
of my death that pithy MS. will be
forwarded to Printing House square
and form a column of very interesting
reading in the Times newspaper next
morning. To every one above the grade
of castormonger that disclosure would

j

HILLS,

OLD

Copyright, 1903,
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Me.

12th, 1905.

Jeweler and Graduate

|

my one idea for mnklng a fortune, just
us other men try for their millions in
coals or cotton. I'm there now, assets
ready to realize, but I tell you, old
man, the apprenticeship lias been too
bad to even remember in detail. The

"By Cu1cl\ff* Hyne

I

Wanted.
ing year.

DIAMONDS

I

NUGGETS FOR FALLOW PEOPLE

liOLDEN

NAN WHO
ONCE MADE

|

—

Cement sidewalks made in 18 and
24 inch squares for $1.25 per square
Cement steps made to order.

yard.

actual muuufucture or that crystal
cost 1110 £0. Ob the market, as you see
It now, the stone is worth fully £1.000."
"And this is what you've been peggins at all these years'?"
"It's what I have had in iny mind all
my life. It's what I've worked for ever
since I could read or reason. It's been

The Care of Farm Machinery.

The progress of farming is no better
shown than in the change which it has
wrought in farm machinery. The
amount and cost of farm machinery has
increased from the simple flail and
cradle to the complex harvester and
steam thresher.
Fifty years ago the care of farm machinery received little attention: but today, when the amount of capital invested in machinery represents a considerI
able part of the farmers investment, it
becomes an important subject for consideration. It becomes important to
know how to realize the most possible
from each machine we purchase, and
since this depends largely upon the
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the head life appeared to tear Itself
away with a jolt and a jerk.
It was by a very marvel of marvels
that In that moment we were not
transmuted to the clay whereof our
corporeal bodies were formed. Nothing but the tank had saved us. But the
advancing breath of the explosion had
driven us over the brink, and the water had acted as a cushion against the
shock. So violent had been the power
of the bomb thrown against It that of
the building nothing remained but a
scattered mound of dusty rubble.
By their agents the diamond ring bad
lifted their hands against Macdonald
with lust to slay, and by their agents
the same coterie drew his unconscious
form and mine also out of the chilly
haven of that water tank. By a curious Irony Mr. Levenstein was the first
to bring us assistance. He had

note the difference in their treatment
by those who commanded their services. The fact was that they did, and
tonight the stolid looking servant noticed that Mr. Hopkins' face was even
more austere than usual, and he felt,
too, that the other thing, the thing that
somehow or other would raise Mr. Hopkins up above the plane occupied by
the other members of the club, was
more markc<T than ordinarily.
As Hopkins passed on Into the room

a
a man stopped him and exchanged
few words with him about an engagement which, he said, circumstances
forced him to break, and then went

away thinking what a very disagreeable fellow Hopkins was, and it was
some minutes later before his sense of
justice added to the harsh verdict the
saving word "sometimes."
The fact was that Leonard nopklus
was very much out of sorts, as he put
it to himself. It was characteristic of

him in a moody tit to be especially
courteous to old General Dodge and
considerate of the serv-

particularly

and. in his quiet way, viciously
to the tirst man of his
He
own ago and degree whom he met.
felt that th»» man was fair prey, and he
uut

disagreeable

made the most of it and seemed pacified by it afterward and sorry the next

day.
Hopkins walked back through the

a
rooms to one in the rear and took
seat at a table where Russell Carroll
and Philip Maitby were chatting and
smoking, and they hailed liini pleasantand
ly and looked at their watches
went on with their talk. The three had

go to the church
to perform
of
the duties of ushers at the marriage
A
tiieir old friend, Tom Borroughs.
good
young fellow with a noticeably
on
ua til red face and a bunch of violets

by agreement to
together, where they
met

were

his coat sauntered up and, leaning over
Hopkins' chair, made some light and
the
some rather serious remarks about
and
wedding and Joined with Carroll
nice things about
in

Maitby

saying
Miss Fielding and metaphorically patting Tom Borroughs 011 the back, very
sat sitenderly for men, and Hopkins
his cigalently flicking the ashes from
that
rette and carefully tilting a glass
stood 011 tlie table until the liquor ran
down close to the edge and threatened

to fall on the table and did not.
naFinally the man with the good
to
tural face turned to go and paused
say in

parting:

"g

person
train
Just arrived In Burton by special
to suy that the demand for the £200,000

Π

I have never
annuity was agreed
seen any one so effusively geulal and
civil as Mr. Levenstein made himself
while he attended to our physical needs
to.

cheap."

A Clever Hint.

Mrs. Α.—There are times when I
wish I were a man. Mr. Α.—For instance? Mrs. Α.—When I pass a mill!
1
ner's window and think how happy
could make my wife by giving lier s
new

bonnet..

Scrofula

entirely free from it.
It may develop so slowly as to cause
little If any disturbance during the whole
period of childhood.
It may then produce irregularity of the
stomach and bowels, dyspepsia, catarrh,
and marked tendency to consumption
before manifesting itself In much cutaneous
eruption or glandular swelling.
It Is best to be sure that you are quite
free from it, and for its complete eradication you can rely on
Few

aie

Hood's Sarsaparilla
The best of All medicines for all humors.

have about decided not to go into that,"
and he looked out of the window again
as If he were searching for something
else to talk about, ami then, facing
them, he added quickly: "Still, I have
begun, and I want t > tell you fellows
about It. Five years ago when I went
to New York on the street railway
business that turned out so badly for
us all 1 met Agnes Fielding. That was
long before Tom Borrouglis bad seen
her. She was even prettier then than
now,

ii\e

and she had more of the attracenthusiasm and Innocence and

Vou see. she was* In love with another
then, and, If I reckon the thing
right, our friend Tom would have been
turned away very promptly and would
man

probably

have gone to Africa or some
other outlandish place for solace. Men
who fell in love with the Agnes Fielding of those days did not forget it wit
easily or very soon, and they were apt
to go off at a tangent.
"You remember Harry (îoodloe at
Princeton, don't you? Of course you
do—that giant fellow from
a senior in our tlrst year. Well, he was

Plttsbiirg;

the lucky man in this case.. He was a
line sight in the way of a man to look

Ilis father died about the time I
went to New York and left Ilarry a
big pile. If I had been a girl I don't
know any man it would have been
easier for me to fall In love with than
Goodioe. And he had. with his good
looks and money, a lot of brains, toogood stuff all through and a tine prospect for making a handsome name for
himself as an electrical expert. Harry
and Miss Fielding were always toat.

gether. and everybody said they were
engaged. I don't know whether it had
gone that fir or not, but I saw enough
of them to know that they were desperately in It with each other.·
"One day Coodloe went out to look
over and report on a new electrical
plant at Plalntleld. He g..t engross.-d
in his investigations and into a place
he had no business to be, among the
machinery and wires. Something went
wrong, and a smashup occurred. An
electric current went astray, and Hartook him to
ry got it badly. Well, they
a hospital and saved his life, but when
lie came out the sight was gone from
of

his

eyes

and

his

face

was

a

living.

think of his hell on earth!"
There was a pause at the end of the
to break
itory, aud Malt by was the oue
the silence as the carriage stopped
In front of the church door with a mut"Well, that is a corker," and then

tered,

today."

he

"Well, for those who like weddings
the kiud of a wedding they
There is something
ought to like.
comfortabout it that makes one feel
this Is

I really dou't believe
able all over.
come up
there is even au old uuut to
from the country aud wear queer
effect."
clothes and spoil the artistic
aud
Aud he laughed aud went away,
turued slightly in his chair

Hopkins

in a perand watched him go, smiling
atfunctory sort of way until Maltby
tracted his attention with au abrupt,
"Well, what is the matter with you?"
and llopklus replied with an attempted laugh:

I

"I am not going to have anythiug
but smiles about this thing tonight,"
continued Maltby. "I am in a measand proure responsible for its success
with thé liags flyoff
it
see
to
go
pose
so on.
ing and the band play.ug, and
for
It will be time euough tomorrow
difference beyou to think about the
tween Burroughs the bachelor and Bor-

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

j

brilliant yellow light from the vaulted
an<l the murmur from It grew
more and more distinct.
Everywhere the faces were eager nn<l
happy in the coming happiness of the

foof,

heroine and hero of the night, save
where a mother thought of a daughter
already given or to be given in marriage aud the pangs of the following
separation, or a husband mused on bis
own shortcomings since he stood up
there at the altar plighting his troth.
The masses of green foliage and wbite
blossoms in the chancel waved gently
In the draft from an open window aud
seemed to beckon the bridal party.
Then from the vestry room came the
bishop in the flowing robes of his high
ofttce, followed by the rector, and for a
moment stillness reigned, anil as tbey

took their places before the altar the
organ burst forth Into solemn melody.
The bridegroom, leaning on the arm
of his best friend, entered, and down
the aisle marched the daintily gowned
bridesmaids to meet the bride. Then
slowly the procession turned as Mise
Fielding entered the church upon her
father's arm; and, preceded by the choristers, their youthful faces uplifted in
the notes of the beautiful wedding
hymn, the group of sweet young womanhood moved back toward the altar.
Just as the party halted In their
places before the chancel rail the doors
of the church were pushed open to admit the last guest. To judge of him by
the slink'ng manner of his walk and
the evident desire to be unseen as he
made his way Into the nearest pew, he
was an uninvited guest. But all eyes
were to the front now, and no one said

him nay. lit* produced a singular spot
of unattractiveness In the throng of
well dressed, well looking men and women about him. It was not to be wondered at that the young woman beside
whom he sen ted himself drew her gown
a little closer about her for fear of the
effect upon her from touching this uncouth creature, lie was tall, but physical anil mental disease had worn away
the flesh, if It had ever been there,
which was necessary to give the massive frame its proper proportions. Ilis

J
J clothes,

It ruined him—the
mentalI
ly and morally. I don't know that
can blame the girl, but think of liiui—

"J met him here on the strcit

I

freshness of young girlhood about her.
I fancy most men would like the worldly wise Miss Fielding of today much I
better than the one I first knew, but I
don't. The way she shook hands with
me made me like her, and what I came
to know of her in the next few months
only strengthened my first impression.
Now—but that is not a part of my sto-1
ry. if Tom bad turned up there then I
and fallen in love with her we would I
not be going to his wedding tonight; at
least not with her In the leading role.

mishap—physically, financially,

"Oh, nothing—that is, not much.
need something to drink—something
Aud he called a
An Art Crltte.
like brandy, say."
"What do you think of our new oil waiter, while Carroll mumbled somehe kuew
painting?" asked Mrs. Newrich.
thing about beiug glad that
"Well," answered Mr. Newrich, "It what he needed, aud Maltby added a
but
who took
seems good enough from the front,
vicious thrust about the mau
if you turn It round and look at the weddings seriously, aud they all laughother side I must say tho material ed aud emptied the glasses.
kind 0'

And Carroll said very sharply, ".VonReuse!" and Maltby leaned forward and
asked hastily, "What do you mean?"
Hopkins studied the bii:i:!ng eml of
his cigarette with careful attention before replying ami then said slowly, "I

drunk, for

foliage

seems

J

wheu they were seated Carroll threw
Ills bead back, laughing heartily, an 1
commenced a story to explain the fun
of It, when Hopkins Interrupted him In
I queer sort of way as if he were talkIng partly to himself and partly to
some one outside of the window.
"I forgot to say," he began in a low
tone, "that between the kIuiks and the
Parkhills I saw a ghost—that !.<. a lirst
eousln to a ghost. I thought it was
dead, and I wish it was, and it ought t »
be and It Is not."

York, and, as you know, they came to
Philadelphia to live. I have only seen
Harry once since then. He went to the
He got
far west and to the dogs.
down so low after he blew In all his
faro
money that I understand he dealt
at a gambling house, when he wasn't

method or ord^r in their placing, nor
are there concrete walks about the
place. Some of the floor is soft short
in deep,
grass, the rest water winding
narrow channels in and out of the

will make that airship.
If you don't know Macdonald aud do
not believe this tale, go round to Hatton Garden aud ask any diamond merchant there how much he pays toward
Conrad Macdonald's pension. Ile may
wax eloqueut, but the odds are he refrains from giving a civil reply.

called to the coachman as he followed
his two friends into tlie carriage, and

Miss
to tnru away when I saw bin».
Fielding saw him once and only olice
She went to see
after the accident.
him us soon as the doctors would allow
him to see anybody. That was the end
of it. When lie came out of the hospital she had gone to Κurope. When
she came back a year ago the family
thought it bout not to return to New

that he has came Into enormous wealth.
On the flank of bis more stable residence he has built him a huge h:>use of
glass and filled it with palms and 1mnanas and palmettos and other tropical
plants and ferns. There is no

ural principles. Ile studies the flights
of birds and butterflies and insects
which skiui and flutter in the warm
air around him, but till now he has
made 110 practical effort to put his observations into shape. Yet I think he

j

tiently
lowing his example.
"St Ann's church, Belden." Hopkins

shockingly scarred, to say nothing or
other Injuries. He was a terrible sig'it,
and even I, cold blooded as I am, felt
the repugnance of the thing, the desire

teresting, so I stayed there a longish
time, and when I got back to England
again Macdonald had quite settled
down to the new order of things.
That tank, the only creature comfort
of his work'ug days, was a forerunner
of what iS the man's abiding place now

Islets of foliage. The temperature stays
in the eighties.
Here Conrad Macdonald, in the garb
that nature gave him, basks and swims
and dives for six hours of the day aud
meditates over an airship built on nat-

do not mind their dinners. But it all
And
went against the grain today."
Hopkins pushed his chair back impaand rose to go, the others fol-

one

after that explosion.
The process of blossoming out into a
man of means was one I did not see,
Timas the French were going up to
buktu Just then, and I wanted to go
with them to see whether the place
really existed or whether it was only
As It turned out,
a magnified joke.
the neighborhood proved intensely in-

j

whispered

while Beldeu was open-

this
ing the door: "Put we must forgot
tiling now. Kemciuhcr there is to be

nothing but smiles here tonight."
The three young men hurried up
through the awning in the blaze of
As
light from the open church do >r
they reached the veMlbule Hopkins put
of his
a hand on the shoulder of each
companions aud drew them a st ·;■ a· ide
into the shadow aud said in a low
voice:

"This f< How (îoodloe has not been
la thi part of the country since,
but I met him here on the street today,
lie was worn to a shadow almost, ragbeged ami drunk. I » » you suppose his
ing here has anything to do with ibis
Aud then, withbusiness tonight'/"
out waiting for an answer, be pas ted
rapidly into the church, followed by his
seen

wondering companions.
People came t.> this wedding with the
rush that Is characteristic of weddings,
aud in the busy moments which followed the bridegroom's friends forg.it
for the time being in their duties as
ushers the story told In the carriage.
The big congregation had soon filled
the church aud sat waiting for the cliThe sea of face» and richly colmax.
ored cloths and bilks and furs, here and
there gleaming with silver aud gold
and Jewels, moved incessantly iu the

ΟΜΙΜΜΜΙΒΜΜΜΜΜΙΜΙΜβίηΜΝ·

roughs married."
"Oh, it was not Tom I was thinking
of," responded Hopkins thoughtfully;
Well, whatever it
"it was another.
Those who are gaining flesh
else. You Jι and strength by regular treatwas, I'll think of something
with
!
ment
see, I have been rubbed the^wrong way
the
with
down
governor
went
I
today.
to see his patients in the slums, and if
continue the treatment
j should
In hot weather] smaller dose
there was anything that was grewsome
a little cool milk with It will
and
I
overlooked
we
or pitiful or sorry that
do away with any obieotlon
which Is attached to fatty proit must have been out for the day.
heated
ducts during the
Then I went to the Parkhllls' to dinner ; season.
j
are alfree sample.
as
for
Send
they
a
dinner,
plain
-just
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemist·,
·,
New York,
ways telling you: no wine and not very ! 40j-4irl'iirl Street,
conversaof
eat
and, by way
much to
joc. and f 1.00 ; ill druggitU.
around
tion, a good deal of wandering
I «, Ml—l——11·—————

CONTINUE
Scott's Emulsion

like his garment of flesh, were
too small. His boots had 1 'Ug been
without the attentions of a shoemaker
or
blacking and brush. They were
laced in places with liiis of once white

His trousers. Iitrcly reaching
the tops of his ml. < ral>le boots, were
baggy am! threadbare an 1 variously
patched. Ilis coat, which had once been
black, was gray with dirt and shiny
from long wear and bullt;ned so closely about him as to give the familiar
anl pitiful appearance of having nothing underneath. A grimy, ragged collar
about bis neck was the only bit of l!n<'ii
in his costume. Ilis hair was long and
unkempt. In Ills band be held a dusty,
greasy, old f'-lt bat. which he Angered
nervously. And his face crowned right
well this ;■ Vp. te f fallen manhood and
misery. S ·η> ι· hap had terribly dis-

string.
to

Agt'.rcd his face. (îrcit livid scars ran
·. h
his e' ek and neck until lost
from sight i" dcr his rags. One of his
eyes was fixed and white and sightless,
and in the other, bloodshot and wild,

·''>

and the bloated flesh about It were the
unerring signs of the dissipated manner of bis life, only emphasized by bis
harsh little cough and breath redolent

with the sickening odor of liquor.
And yet there was something, had
any one taken the trouble to notice It,
in the i' -licate structure of his hands,
the queer proud little shake of the head
and the timid courtesy with which he
found hi* sitting, which might have
made die < ! >-e observer wonder whether these things were only phenomena
in their companionship with dirt and
;.>(■
'iness or the flickering rays of a

Hut 110o.v/'it light jit't going out.
lio<:y did take notice, unless it was to
casually comment mentally that one of
the city's great army of half froze·
vagabonds was taking advantage of 4

few moments' grace in the warmth oi
the church.
The service was about to begin. liie^M
charming, sacred notes of the "N'arclssus" came softly from the organ.
and tnuslcHl voice of the
The

deep
bishop arose

from the altar siiie, reaching distinctly to the uiost «listant member of the hushed congregation. Slowly the bishop uttered the opening word·
of the wedding service, concluding still
more slowly and impressively with the
sentence. "If any man can show Just
cause why they may not lawfully be

let him now epealt or
else hereafter forever hold his peace."
As the last words died away the
bishop, rector, bridal party and conInstinctively bowed their

Joined together,

gregation

Not a move ot* sound
heads waiting
broke the stillness for a moment; even
the flowers seemed to stop their waving and to wait and listen.
Then there -ame a slight, shuilling
sound from the rear pew, ami the unbidden guest stood in tin· aisle, erect
His
In Ills garments of rags and dirt.
old
one ftand clasped convulsively the
hat and his other was raised high
his
above his head, trembling, as was
whole frame, with excessive emotion.
Ilis face was uplifted and ashy pale,
livid lines
save where the scars drew
his mouth
across it; the muscles around
were
were strained ami set, his lips

his tongue moved,
open slightly and
but his voice seemed gone. Then two
movmen, attendants at the entrance,
ed quickly to the ligure in the aisle
forced
and, grasping lilin by the arms,
him through the doors.
It was all over In a moment. Few.
had
save those nearest to the scene,
time to turn about before the doors
men and
swung together behind the
A faint sound of the
their prisoner.
the
disturbance reached the parly in
chancel, and Miss Fielding turned
to
quickly toward the entrance only
find Hopkins close behind her, ready
hurried
to reassure her with a few
fainting woman."
words, "Only a
Hut he knew it was false, and tomorrow he would add to tin* falsehood by
those who gossip about It that

telling

Insane patient had somehow esfrom Hlockley and got into
the church.
The wedding was over, and the bride
stood with her hi&band under the awning while they were opculiig the door
of the carriage, when above the hum
of voices and the din of rolling wheels
heard a sharp cry and iu the

an

caped

they
stilluess that followed a few muttered
words of protest, and something beside
the misery iu the tones startled the
and
woman, and she looked hastily
anxiously across the street to where
two policemen were forcing an apparently drunken beggar Into a patrol

wagon, and there was a curious mixture of pity and relief iu her face as
she turned from the ugly scene, and
she pressed close to her husband as

they

drove away.

ΟαΐΓ·ιτ*οη·.

Miss Listener—Then you didn't Join
that philanthropic organization? Mrs.
Chatterbox—No; when I Intimated to
the ladies that I wanted to do something for charity one of them suggested

that I might
tongue.

begin by

holding my

<9rford
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Ttuu :—$1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Staple copies 4 cents.

ivnanom:- All legal advertisements
are given three connective insertlone for $1.50
contracts
per Inch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly advertiser·.

New type, fast presses, steam
Job ΡκητίΜβ
power, experienced workmen and low prtoee
combine to make this department of our businée* complete and popular.

Coming

Event·.

Aug. 22.—I'ulversallst grove meeting, Bryant's
Fond.

Aug. i4—*ept. 4.—Poland camp meeting.
Sept 5. —Ox fori Pomona Grange, North BuckHeld.

Sept. 19,20,21.—Oxford County fair.
Sept. 26,27, 28.—Androscoggln Valley fair, Can
ton.

Sept. 26, 27, 28.—fair at Riverside I'ark, Bethel.
3, 4. 5.—West Oxford fair, Kryeburg.

Oct.

NKW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Men'» Fall Hate an<l Cape.
A Bargain In Whip*.
Ladles' Specialty Store.
Last Chance on Our Clearance Sale.
Probate Notices.
4 Notices of Appointment.
Blue Jav Corn Via*ter».

Money (found.

Here and There.
The Farmington Chronicle, which was
M. S. Ilunter for
to his death a few
months since, has passed out of the
possession of the Hunter family. The
new proprietors are J. Euuene Brown
and W. G. Mallett, both of Farmington.
Mr. Brown, who h a.s been foreman in
the office for years, will have charge of
the mechanical department and the
local work. Mr. Mallett, who will have
editorial charge of the paper, is a graduate of Bowdoio, and hits for several
years been a teacher in the Normal
School aod superintendent of schools
in the town. The Chronicle has for
over sixty years been the leading paper
in Franklin County, and always one of
the best local weeklies of the state.
Under its new management we shall
expect to see it live up to its reputation.

published by John
many years previous

The railroads in Missouri are bothered by what is termed "a bit of back·
woods legislation." namely, a statute
which gives the railroad commissioners
at which
power to prescribe the stations
On petition
any or all trains shall stop.
of ten or more citizens the commissioners are obliged to consider the
question of stopping any train at any
station. The law works to the needless
said.
annoyance of the railroads, so it is
Doubtless it does, and doubtless it is
"backwoods legislation," but it is not
difficult to discover a sound principle
which underlies it. That principle is
that railroads are built for the good of
the people, ami should be raado to serve
them. There is more or less feeling in

Maine that the railroad commissioners
have more power than ought to be conferred upon three men. But more than
one has thought that it would be well if
they had additional power in one other

respect, namely,

to

Paris Hill.

Forbes,

Proprietor·.

liKOBOS M. ATWOOO.

compel connecting

ro»ds to arrange their schedules

so

that

they may accommodate their patrons.

Naturally, from a business standpoint,
it would seem that the roads would wish
to do that: but in some cases they seem
inclined to neglect the interests of the
minority of travelers.
If the reports in the newspapers are
be credited—and they are probably
in the main correct—the Russian plenipotentiaries to the peace conference are
willing to give up everything which
Russia never owned, but nothing more.

to

After a vacation of two weeks service·
were resumed at the Unlversallst ohnroh
town.
Sunday, Aug. 20.
Mr. Willis Copeland of Boston and
Mrs. Carrie Davee of Boston is visiting
Dr. Pearl Copeland of Revere, Mass.,
relatives, the Davees, on North Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pike of Spring- Lave been visiting their brother, Mr. A.
field, Mass., are visiting relatives in P. Copeland.
Thursday the annual fair of the
town. Mr. Pike is the son of the late
Willis B. Pike, for many years station Ladies' Club wu held in Garland
Chapel. The tables were tastily arrangagent here.
Harold Hall came Wednesday, and ed and supplied with very dainty handiwhich found
now his mother and sister are happy, work and useful artiolee
over by
for there is no pleasure that can snrpass ready sale. The table presided
little Margaret Herrick was wonderfully
that of the homecoming of children.
to
sum
We met A. D. Park and family at the attractive and yielded a good
booth
station Monday, en route for Rumford add to the treasury. The candy
always draws a good lot of customers,
Palls, he to attend court
The supper
E. C. Nelson of Palermo, a former also the ice cream table.
is and
teacher here, has recently visited friends. was well patronized as it always
with their
He appears more like the old-time teach- the ladies are well pleased
The treasurer has not yet
success.
ers, gentlemanly aod courteous.
the sum will
Mrs. Stanley Benson has two lady made full report but
approximate $200.
boarders, one of them an invalid.
Mrs. Fannie Bisbee has returned from
G. W. Tilton and Fred Record took
Paris and
Mrs. Lucy Shearman and child to Au- a visit to her mother at West
her sister at South Paris.
burn in C. H. Prince's auto.
The rains of this week so raised the
A. W. Hobart and family of Chicago
a crew of men have been
are visiting Mrs. Ilobart's parents, Mr. streams that

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

First Baptist Church, Bev. K. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. m. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 u.
7:*> r. m. T. P. S. C. B. Tuesday evening.
I*i ayer Meeting Thnrs<lay evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Fri'lav before the let
Sunday of the month at 2:30 P. m. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Vnlveraallst Church. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 a. m.

j

0'th®.Pu^
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A W. R. C. picnic was held at Cam]
Oxford on Tuesday. The unfavorable
weather prevented many from attending
but those who were present enjoyed i
very much. It is an ideal place for ι !
picnic and every courtesy was shown bi
Prof. Caldwell who has a summer schoo I
of forty students from many states and
several assistants.
A gospel tent has been put up nea
the M. £. church and meetings are hel( I
afternoon and evening by college stu
dents who are preparing to be mission
:iries.
Mrs. Kliab Averill was severely burn
ud on the arm and side. While wash
ing she had an attack of faintness am I
1
fell forward into the hot water, burning
^ herself in a shocking manner.
Mr. and Mrs. John Elden are enter
One item which shows the damage
done to the summer travel business of
taining hie sisters from Massachusetts.
Mrs. Geo. Walker and Mrs. Ellis hav< ,
the state by the enforcement of the ,h. links for match play
> returned to Portland.
liquor law is the fact that the Portland
>
Miss Hattie Andrews went to Gardine
hotels are having the best season ever,
was as follows:
Wednesday to remain some time witl 1
and turning people away.
her brother.
preliminary rocnd.
Dr. il. R. Farris is at Augusta witl ,
Brown beat Mi
Mrs.
and
J
Mr
A
Daniel»
is
the
country
Portland, Ore., showing
Co. D.
Allen »»·1 Mr*. J»cob,3up. -1
how to make a big exposition pay ex^ Mr
5 «Μ
Hebron.
penses. The recipe is really quite simMr fthaw an«l Mine A. U* ***—
clarl
not limited tc
is
its
and
application
ple,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bartlett of Bostoi
world's fairs. If you want to make youi
beat Mi
are visiting his father. W. A. Bartlett.
income equal to your expenses, keej O. Oanlele au<l Mtee Brown, up.
Mrs. H. A. Cushman is in Lynn witl
your expenses within your income. The
FIRST ROUND.
hereon, Η. M. Cushman.
Portland people have made a seven-milMr. Cummin** anU Miss Helen tole beat Mt
Mrs. Maud Cushman Crafts and 1 i111
lion-dollar exposition instead of a fifty- Pairie an·! Mie* D.
son Don and Mrs. Amy Cushman Phillip
>
Mi
beat
μ
Mr.
S.
Mattaeweon
million one.
χ
of Auburn are visiting relatives here
MI
Mr. Phillips was in town Thursday.
MeCann aii'l Mre.
up.
The mystery of the Maine building at I
Miss Grace Bum pus is in North Ilarps
ς f
ι «ρ,
the Portland exposition is explained by
well for a few days' outing.
the Kennebec Journal. It seems that
Mrs. Parris of Bath with her tw<
8BMIHSALS.
the commission built it "on tick," so tc
daughters, Lucy and Cornelia, was a 1
Mr Shaw ami MIm A. Case beat Mr. A. J
Fred Sturtevant's Sunday.
speak, and the people of Maine are to be Daniel. ai>'l
w.t Ml
Mrs. Auna Robinson of Otisfleld is a
given an opportunity to pay for it later,
Mrs. Howe's during her absence in Con
FINALS.
necticut.
Mr. DeCoster is not a Candidate.
t
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bearce are in Wes
I
Bickfiklu, Aug. 14, 190».
Sumner ..this week, the guests of Mrs
1 to play.
up.
:
Democrat
Editor
Bearce's uncle, Mr. Rollin Stetson.
Several inquires have come to me
Mexico.
Master Norman Richardson went fish
am to be a candi
if
I
know
to
recently
in Cushman Brook Thursday an<
Chan A. Wilson is Visiting hie sister
date for County Commissioner at the Mrs M C. White. Mr. Wilson is s ing
caught a string of tish any boy migh t
expiration of Mr. Taylor's term. I wisli i
well be proud of, 10 in all, and on
to inform my friends that I shall not be
Κ I
but owns considerable real estât > measured eleven inches and weighed one
a candidate, and also to thank them foi
t half pound.
Mexico and
offered help.
least a vearly visit here. While attn >
V. P. DkCostkr.
Denmark.
Corner Monday he met
Mr. Cheever Conant, wife and son, ο r
mate, C. T. Gleason. They had no
Maine News Notes.
mAt for twenty-nine years.
Portland, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. A
Of Koxbury was her. > W. Belcher, for a few days.
The ladies' fair and entertainmen t
Charles Mussey of Raymond, while
R. Brown reached home Mon which was held at Odd Fellows' Hal
camping with friends at Little Sebago dav noon, after an absence, of severa 1 Wednesday evening was largely attend
> ed and about 305 was the receipts of thi
Pond, fell down stairs and broke his
neck.
evening. The concert by the Uncle San
manufactnr. ) Club was a feature of the affair.
The body of William Cunningham was
A family party and masquerade at thi
found floating in the Salmon Falls rivei
ρ ]>arb: and wife reached Mexicc Colby House Thursday evening wa
The deat North Berwick Tuesday.
They, after the sitting of th( > much enjoyed.
ceased went to the river for a swim on Monday
friends here
Mr. Fred Dyer, of the Boston fire de
Sunday and did not return. It is sup- Probate Court, visited
for three or four days befcr ) partment, is visiting his sister, Mrs
posed that he was taken with cramps abouts
Geo. A. Hill.
and drowned. Mr. Cunningham was 57 their return to South Paris.
»
IS. Dor,!»..«
Alzo Ingalls is a guest of hii
Mr.
years of age and a native of Belfast.
has been on the police foroe of Haw brother, Augustine Ingalls.
William F. Harrison, night operator bill Mass., has spent a few days hen
at the Maine Central station at Old among relatives and old friends.
Hartford.
Town, committed suicide by shooting
another who came here from Ayer
Roecoe J. Child is working for Charlei 1
was 25 years
Harrison
Thursday night.
Miss Milton Lovejoy, had been awaj Hutchinson
repairing his buildings.
of age. He had been married and left
18 of which he spent it 1
vea«
Charles Hutohinson of North Hartfon |
A note which he
one 3-year-old son.
Chicago. He has relatives here and a has seventeen fine steers and oxen
left indicated that unrequited affection
which reminds one of old times.
His father
was the cause of the deed.
Virgin and wife reach*
Mrs. Edith Sampson, who has beet
shot himself.
wav of Bryant's Pond Sun
visiting friends in Massachusetts, hat !
afou,
alter
fro
Ore.,
returned home.
In Pembroke on the 12th, Mont Dud- day,
Virein has a brothei
Daniel Foster is working for Johc
ley and Armand Little were going out in
«
~
<·»
at
shoot
to
a boat
sand-peeps. Arriving
Davenport.
Lewie W. Child is working for C. C
the boat, Dudley took the gun by the
left Wednesday Ιο. Fletcher at Hartford Center.
muzzle and was trying to put it under
W. S. Robinson, wife and daughter,
the seat, when the hammer of the gun a. trio across the continent. During hn
Will viait the eapoaltiona. bave returned from the sea shore and
struck the seat with such force as to discharge the weapon. The charge struck ρ
report a very pleasant vacation.
A. Reed .tarte,
Dudley in the left breast. Ue died in a
»
otman
for
Baw.il.
My
Wilson's Mills.
few minutes.
♦ays he has an engagement there as
Wm. Morse was in town recently.
The action of the county commis- teacher at
a
quite large salary.
A Mr. Farnam now runs the Aziscooc
sioners of Aroostook county a few days
House.
ago in issuing an order to the jailer
South Hiram.
Dr. Pulsifer of Berlin was called to
not to permit any food to be brought
Mrs. Isaac Sawyer was buried Friday, see Mrs. F. A. Flint, who has been quite
to prisoners confined in the jail has
caused considerable comment. It was Aug. 11. Services were held at the ill, but is now on the gain.
H. A. Heald, who has been to Porta matter which was much discussed at Union church.
Geo. F. Sawyer of Bo>ton, who came land, has returned.
the meeting of the county commisMrs. E. S. Wilson and daughter Edith
association at Houlton and home to attend the funeral of hia
sioners'
of Groreton are at John Olson's.
doubtless the action of the commis- mother, returned Monday.
J. A. Buckman of Avon, Mass., is up
E. F. Stanley has commenced threshsioners was a result. The cammissionGrain ia reported good. on a visit to his son, J. W. Buckman.
ers felt that of course there might be ing at his mill.
S. W. Bennett, who bas been up to the
Fred Weecott and wife are visiting at
cases where refusal to allow food to be
boundary with an exploring party, came
brought inside would become a hard- Geo. Milliken's.
Mrs. Harrison Taylor ia reported very down Friday, leaving again Saturday
ship and would not be right, but in a low.
morning for Biald Mountain Camp.
large majority of cases this would not
Mrs. Wm. Stearns ia visiting friends
The circle met with Mrs. Flossie
apply. Aooording to the general sentiAdams last Wednesday.
ment of the meeting at Hoalton the in Windham.
Gilbert comes weekly with
Wm. Parker ia having hia honae newjails were not made to give the prisonand painted.
fresh cheese, fruits, candies and honey,
ers the luxuries of a home, and the plain | ly shingled
làrs. Clara Cook and two sons have all of a superior grade.
fare is as much a part of the punishment
Peddlers and agents of all aorta are
Now will the new been visiting her aiater, Mis. F. E. Sar- {
as the confinement
sow oa the road.
gent, of tkis place.
to all oar
rule be
was elected to β1
"There is no precedent in history," Mis Ε 0. Taylor
says Mr. De Martens, a Russian delegate
Captain R l- ;
and authority on international law,
and persona
m ball
"where a country whose territory was
» ■«.!« 1
not occupied in whole or in part by the
enemy, has paid war tribute upon the
am
conclusion of peace"; and he draws the
«-««■inference that Russia should not pay an
True, the Japanese are
indemnity.
occupying Manchuria: but that is not
and was not Russian territory, though
Russia was practically in possession of Friday «j S»t>mUj.
>
it. But we have baeu informed by the spect. a
>
were won b> Char
news dispatches that the Japauese had
b Newtoi >
occupied Sakhalin, and the Russians Adelaide Caseneieu ν
Cole. Onl·
show no disposition to question that Cummmiîs and Miss
>
that is Russian territory.
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Isaac Ford and daughter Nellie spenl
few days in town recently visiting

Most of the people around here hav<
finished haying, though some have a little still standing.
M. S. Whitney's horse, which had beei
sick several days, died Sunday.
teams
There are several
hauling
squares from the mill at No. β to load on
the cars at Gum Corner.
Dr. S. Taylor and wife spent Sunday
at Carthage.
Miss Hazel Arris of Auburn is visiting
her uncle, W. A. Arris.

j"h?J;onTs°i«man

iiirtrïfiriii·

of Liver

friends.

Wednâï&Îy

-i

Byron.
Goding and family

day.

rtSJTh?

Jallaf

physician.

Centre, and Mrs. Chas. Young oi
Livermore Falls spent about ten days al
A. S. ïoung's, returning home Satur
more

«ftSSTRSl·

applied

a

East Bethel.

■

Joseph

of

Mr. George Rich and son from Berlin
Ν. H., visited here last week.
Miss Rose Kimball spends this wee!
at her home here.
Miss Agnes Howo and Miss Florenci
Somers visited the past week at F. Β
Howe's.
Miss Clara Kimball from Berlin, Ν
Η., is visiting atC. M. Kimball's.
Mrs. S. E. "Rich and daughter, Misi
Jennie Rich, are spending a few week:
at Mr. A. M. Bean's.
Mr. Charles Estes and Miss Eva Estei
of Sanford are the guests of Mr. Josepl
Holt and family.
Mrs. Lena Ross and children froo
Portland are visiting relatives here.
Alder River Grange will hold thei;
next regular meeting in the new grang<
hall.

mjDfhSed8Prn ^uDt Jng ÎKeWtSeTahnd let

dLSi

care

Bert

Weat Brownfield.
Bartlett and wife and little

daughter Beatrice,

also Mr. Bartlett'i
sister, Mrs. Frank Work, and two little

children, spent Sunday with their sister,
Mrs. Minnie Trumbull, of Denmark,

«

Alice

ii ii μ ι. al· ι, ill

of
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Store.

1.50

"

a.oo

«·····

2.25

«··»·«

a. 73

"

2.50
2.75

"

"

3.25

L.

Haverhill,

ridgewock,
day to visit

their brother, F. P. McKen- over the neat and spacious grounds,
McKenney and family took made beautiful by fine lawns dotted
their company Thursday to the Lakes with large plots of plants and flowers arranged it. artistic style, while the comfor an outing.
modious and neat barracks, opera house,
Lovell.
hospital, reading rooms, library and
The funeral of Mrs. Ellen Russell, amusement halls, are well worth a visit.
Mr.

cause of death, and there
Kev. Mr. Kelley, with hia wife and which was the
were also bruises on the head and arms.
daughter, passed a few days with hif
there had been an attempt at
former parishioners. He is always « Evidently
criminal assault, but not time to accommuet
All
are
welcome
guest.
very
the purpose. Although the affair
pleased to see them again and know plish
occupied only a few minutes, the officers
they are not forgotten by them.
as to the perpetrators, and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hodsdon ol are at sea
rewards have been offered. The tramp
Turner passed last Sabbath with hif
who was at the barn with Mr. Hackett
parents,' Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Hodsdon.
is held as a witness, but there is very
Mrs. Moschides is talking of returning
little suspicion that he had anything to
to Lynn in the very near future.
Three others, who
There are but very few apples in thin do with the affair.
were released from jail with him that
vicinity.
morning, accompanied him part way on
the road, and suspicion was at first
A TOUCHING STORY
directed to them, but according to
ie-the saving from death, of the baby gir]
Jones' statement thoy separated from
He
of Geo. A. Eyler, Cumberland, Md.
him several miles below the Hackott
writes: "At the age of 11 months, oui
place, going toward Livermore Falls,
little girl was in declining health, witli and there seems to be no reason to
serious throat trouble, and two physi- doubt his
story. Miss Hackett was a
cians gave her up. We were almost ic
very pretty and attractivè girl, and is
despair, when we resolved to try Dr, highly spoken of by every one.
King's New Discovery for Consumption,
Albert Martin, the eleven years old
Coughs and Colds. The first bottle gave
relief; after taking four bottles she was son of Albert Martin of 17 Main Street,
health."
in
is
now
perfect
cured, and
Biddeford, was drowned Monday while
Never fails to relieve and cure a cough in swimming in the Saco river. The
At F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s, lad had climed into a skiff and it is supor cold.
drug store, South Pari·, West Paris. posed the boat capsized and young Mar50c and 11.00 guaranteed. Trial bottle tin became helpless.
free.
FIENDISH SUFFERING
A fatal shooting occurred at East
ulcers and canSolon Sunday morning. Hiram Grant is often caused by sores,
Wm.
eat away your skin.
weut out to shoot some animal that was cers, that
of Flat Rock7 Mich., says: "I
Bedell,
he
it
seems
that
and
his
corn,
injuring
Arnica Salve, for
had crawled through the bars and at- have used Bucklen'e
Ulcers, Sores and Cancers. It is the
tempted to pull his gun through after best
healing dressing I ever found."
and was found shot through the neck.
burns and scalds.
The gun was on one side of the bars and Soothes and heals cuts,
A. Shurtleff & Co's., drug
his body on the other. He leave· an 25c. at F.
invalid widow, two sons and two daugh- •tore, Sooth Paris, West Paris; guaran-

ters.

teed.

PUBLIC IS AROUSED.
The publio is aroused to a knowledge
of the ourative merits of that great
medical tonic, Electric Bitters, for sick
stomach, liver and kidneys. Mary H.
Walters, of 546 St Clair Ave., Colnmbus,
0., writes: "For several months, I was
given up to die. I had fever and ague,
my nerves were wrecked; I could not
sleep, and my stomach was so weak,
from useless doctors' drags, that I could
not eat Soon after beginning to take
Eleotric Bitters, I obtained relief, and in

Eennard Leslie, the two-year-old son
of H. 6. Leslie of Boston, agent of the
Canadian Pacific Dispatch, was run over
and killed Thursday at Long Beach by a
car of the Portsmouth, Dover and York
Beach Railway.
PECULIAR DISAPPEARANCE.
J. D. Runyan, of Butlerville, O., laid

at—*-

CORN

PLASTERS

CORRECT STYLES.
Our

Pharmacist.

clothing, the best

NOTICE.
The subscrllier hereby gives notice that h<
has been duly appointed executor of the last wll
aud testament of
I.OT L. HARMON, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvet
bonds as the 'aw directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said dccease·
arc desired to present the same for settlement
and ail Indebted thereto are requested to maki

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that h<
has been duly appointed executor of the las
will ami testament of
JOHN COOLIDGE, late of Dixfleld,
In tho County of Oxford, deceased. All person·
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto arc requested U
make payment Immediate!?

Telephone 106-3.

à

PINTS

65

cts. dozen.

QUARTS

70

cts. dozen.

QUARTS

HALF-GALLON. .90

cts. dozen.

HALF-GALLON. .$1.30 per dozen.

$i.io per dozen.

Rings,

Rubber

White

Marltot

OS

Squaro,
ΜΔΙΝΈ1.

PARIS,

SOUTH

LACES!
1800 Yards of Lace
at 5 cents per Yard.
We have just secured this lot of lace
that we shall place on our counters Fri-

day, August

18.

Comments are unnecessary
will speak for themselves.

they

as

CALL AND SEL THEM.

S. B. & IS. PRINCE,
Maine.

Norway,

CASTORIA Far Infants and Children.
Til KM You Han Always Bought
I

F.

A.

Bears the

ΒίρΤη
F.

CO.

A

SHCBTLEFF

snrBTLEFK A CO.

A.

THE PICKLING SEASON
IS AT HAND.
To be
and of full

Whole and

pickling.

for

sure

of

good

spices

results you need

that

are

pure

spices.—
headquarters
ground.—Also mixed spices, especially prepared

strength.

We

for such

are

If you have used our spices you know what they are, if not,
this year and see if your pickles are not a little better than
them
try

usual.

Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every week,
and paying full market price.

Prices

are as

and

low

as

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.

Tliayer,

SOUTH PARIS.

2 Stores,

Discharge.

.1'"

S
»

elsewhere.

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

[ Maine.

j

J

Summer Store, Paris Hill.

J In Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
in the
DUFRESNE, of
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, in
said District, respectfully represents that on
the 6th day of August, last past, he woe duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congre·· relating to Bankruptcy; that he has dnly surrendered all hie property and rights of property,
and has fully compiled with au the requirements
of said Acts and of the order· of Court teaching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against hie estate under said
bankruptcy Act·, except such debt· as are excepted by law from anon discharge.
Dated this 1st day of August, A. D. 1908.

F.

A.

snVRTLEFF

*

F.

CO.

IHCBTLEFF A CO.

A.

·

Norway,

JOSEPH

MEN'S GOODYEAR WELT
SHOES $2.25.
We have

JOSEPH DUFRESNE, Bankrupt.

Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
npon the same on the 25th day of Aug., Α. V.
1905, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that ali known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it Is further ordered by-She Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Ho*. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 5th day of Aug., A. D.
1906.
fL. ·.]
A true oopy of

JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.
petition and order thereon.
AJtaat: VAME8 Ε. HEWET, Otak.
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a

line of Men's

styles. Congress
Creedmoor Cap Toe.

in three

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District or Maine, as.
On this 5th day of Aug., A. D. 1906, on reading the foregoing petition. It is

-

$1.00 per dozen.

Warranted Goods.

Fresh meats of all kinds constantly on
band.
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Fresh fish' arrives every Monday after-

ûâ^BÛâÎta '•jV

Lightning.

PINTS

Meat Market.

Bankrupt.

Bolster &. Co.

Dayton

MOSES M. COOLIDGE.

JOSEPH DUFRESNE,

bought

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

payment Immediately.
GEORGE II. HARMON.
Aug. 15.h, 1905.

Id the matter of

be

can

F. PLUMMER, SA

J.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that shi
has been duly appointed administratrix of tin
estate of
TIIAXTER P. HUSTON, late of Dlxfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
All persons havlnj
bonds as the law directs.
deintnds against the estate of said deceased an
desired to present the saine for settlement, ant
all Indebted thereto arc requested to mako pay
ment immediately.
FLUELLA L. HUSTON.
Aug. 15th, 1905.

Petition for

that

for the money.

A LVIN M. RYERSON, late of Parts, deceased
petition for allowance out of personal estate pre
sented by Maria M. Ryerson, widow.
DANIEL IL IIOLMAN et aU, of DlxHeld
minors; petition for license to sell and convej
real estate presented by Sarah E. tiolman
guardian.
A DDISON TIRRELL, late of Paris, deceased
petition for allowance out of personal estate pre
sented by Nettle P. Tlrrell, widow.
BENJAMIN S. DOE, late of Paris, deceased
first account presented for allowance by Kate II
Doe, widow.
ADDISON E. 1IERR1CK, Judge of said Court
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.

Bankrupt's

in.

We have a large variety of hats and
caps to choose from and at all prices
from 50c. up. Our hats are like our

Pure

FKANCETTA FLETCHER of Paris, ward
first account presented for allowance by Jamei
8. Wright, guardian.

T.

now

CORRECT IN STYLE AND PRICE.

Mason.

ΡΗΟΠΛΤΕ NOTICE*.
Το al! persona Interested In either of the estate.
hereinafter nameil :
At a Probate Court. hcM at Rumford, 1i
and for the County of Oxford, on the thin
Tuesday of Auk·. 1» the year of our Lord oni
thousand nine hundred and Ave. The follow
In# matter having been presented for the actio·
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is bereb*
ORDERED :
That notice thereof l>e given to all persona In
tercated by causing a copy of this order to b<
Ox
published three aweeks successively In attheSoutl
fori Democrat, newspaper publlsned
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at
Probate Court to be held at Pans, on tin
third Tuesdiy of Sept., A. O. 1905, at 9 of thi
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon 1
they see cause.

MARKET SQUARE,

are

IS THE LATEST MANHATTAN DERBY,

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

noon

of Vfen's Soft and Stifl'Hats

FRUIT JAR PRICES.

To be found at

Aug. 15th, 1905.

styles

autumn

The Best Hat of All

package.

BROOKS—The

Hats

Caps.

and

roads easy.
10c. the

St., Norway

136 Main

Men's Fall

Ν.

make hard

LUKTT,

M.

18-4

Telephone

$1.25

»

»

»

JAY

an interesting
visiting their sister, Mrs. M. S. Davis. old soldiers, especially,
NaMrs. James Davis, the mother of Mr. and delightfal trip to the Soldiers1
AVe recently
tional Home at Togus.
Davis, is also visiting them.
we
Mr. and Mrs. George Watson of Bos- made the journey and none that
It
ton and Mrs. Rose Haywood of Nor- have made afforded more pleasure.
Maine, arrived last Wednes- is indeed an interesting sight to look

gathers

week,

one

2.00

BLUE

ney.

PETTICOATS.

nice for stout ladies

$1.75 Skirt·,

THE TIME TO GET WELL

the peculiar disappearance of his painful
symptoms, of indigestion and biliousWeetbrook,
Qulmby
ness, to Dr. King's New Life Pills. He
Me., spent a few days last week with
says: "They are a perfect remedy, for
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Cram.
sour stomach, headache, conMr. Bradley Woodward of East Con- a short time I was entirely cured." dizziness,
st! patiqn, eto." Guaranteed at F. A.
was in the plaoe last week Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff λ Co.'s,
Ν.
H.,
way,
and «topped over night with Bait Bart· Drag Store, Booth Paris, West Paris: Shurtleff A Co.'s drag store, South Paris,
Ί West Paris; pdos ttc.
latt
prloe 60c.
Maine.
Miss

Especially

Sowder.

At meal time one can behold a scene
wife of Benjamin Ruseell, was held at
her late residence on Wednesday, services rarely witnessed. A large dining hall
conducted by Rev. J. W. Card. She was capable of seating 1200 men ie neatly and
of the older townspeople, being at hei fully equipped with every needed apdeath within a few days of 78 years. She pliance for comfort and convenience.
the
was a woman of marked energy and When all is in readiness, at a signal
and in less than
ability, a devoted wife and mother, a big doors are opened,
with
good neighbor, a constant attendant and two minutes the tables are filled
liberal supporter of the church of which the quiet, orderly men, when another
she was a member. The floral offerings signal is given and all begin to eat quietat the service were very beautiful.
ly, preserving the best table decorum
F. M. Russell and family of Boston, and jrder. For dinner, on the day wo
Mrs. Lizzie T. Price and husbaud ol were present, new potatoes, nice fresh
Haverhill, who are children of Mrs. Rus- fish, string beans, plum pudding, bread
sell, and Mrs. Ethel Frisbie were here and butter and coffee were served. The
to attend Mrs. Russell's funeral and are most fastidious epicure could not complain at the neat and ample service.
remaining for a time.
A visit to the hospital wards, where
John P. Stevens and wife of Newton,
is a
Mass., are visiting for a day at C. K. 400 men are most kindly cared for,
sight to be remembered. It is comfortChapman's this week.
The summer houses are filled about tc ing to find such good attention given to
the wants of our old veteran defenders
East Sumner.
the limit now.
and
peaceful
Miss Ober of Salem, Mass., is visiting of our now powerful
The funeral services of Mrs. John H
nation.
Robinson occurred at her late resident at W. B. Stone's.
A visit to the cemeteries is a sad yet
She hat I
Irving E. Andrews and family are at S,
on Monday, the 14th inst.
interesting sight that will awaken
been in failing health for a long tim< R. Andrews' for a visit.
Margie Harrington is doing table work thoughts as to what our present freedom
and her death caused little surprise
which U and national integrity cost.
She leaves a husband, one daughter an< I at Β. E. Brown's, "The Kezar,"
One should by all means visit the
from Bosthree sons to mourn with others the los; filled to the limit with people
Here can be seen
cow barns at sunset.
ton, New York and other places.
of a dutiful and kind wife and mothe
in neat stalls fifty-four as fine full-bloodand an excellent neighbor and friend
North Paris.
were
over seen at
as
Holetein
cows
ed
Age 07.
Mr. F. D. Welcorabe of Massachusetts our fairs. As "Uncle Sam" pays the
Rev. L. W. Muttart is taking a neede< I
one may imagine that nothing
vacation until the second week it and his wife and children are spending bills,
their vacation with Deacon Dunham needed to make the stock look^ico in
September.
wife will omitted. The farm comprises about 1S00
About a dozen in the vicinity wen ) and with Deacon Dunham and
at the lakes.
acres, mostly natural grass land, and the
intending to attend the reunion, of thi > spend a week
Norman Perkins and family have re- farming operations are conducted in the
23d Maine Regiment at Lake Grove las t
in Massachusetts, most approved modern style.
Wednesday, but a rain storm prevented turned to their home
We found ample material for a full
H. W. Dunham's sister has been with
Mrs. A. D. Park of South Paris was i ι
of the Democrat, but space will not
a
him
few
page
Ileald
C.
Mrs.
S.
days.
her
visitor to
sister,
allow. Wo say to all who desire to take
attended
wife
and
Abbott
J.
A.
last week.
a vacation of a day or two, try a trip to
Business is getting to be lively at th< > Pomona field meeting at Norway.
to Milton this noted home. What will it cost me?
has
moved
Starbird
Horace
;
corn shop.
Well, when at
for a time where he has a job teaming, is the natural inquiry.
The Graves cottagers went to Concord Lewieton get a mileage book, and from
East Brownfield.
there to Winthrop it will be 50 cents, from
The following guests are being enter Pond fishing recently.
A. Nute and family are at C. W, Winthrop to Togus, 35 cents; total So
tained at the Stickney homestead: Mrs
cents. The new electric line gives fine
Chase's.
M. E. Mansfield of Dorchester, Mass.
views of the lakes and tho fine farms in
Mr. and Mrs. Morton of Webster, Mass
tl 3 locality, and the entire trip is full of
East Hebron.
Prof, and Mrs. Morse of Kent's ΠΠ
it and see.
The warmest days of the season were scenic interest. Try
have returned home.
Slocum.
on Friday and Saturday of last week,
Mrs. Gertrude Stevens Leavitt ha
The weather goes from one extreme tc
been entertaining her mother, Mrs. L
crimes
atrocious
the
most
One
of
M. X. Stevens, Miss Gordon and othe another, leaving business for doctors.
in a long time was
is now located in hit committed in Maine
Marshall
Dr.
guests.
the murder of Miss Mattio Hackett, tho
Chas. Swan, Jr., of Boston, is visit in), buildinge he built for a summer resort
of Levi Hackett, in
and deals medicine to associates of hit 18-year-old daughter
his sister, Mrs. Will Johnson.
Readfield Thursday night. In the early
The Congregational Circle met witl youthful days and many others.
a man who gave his name as
Dr. Whitman has many patrons in evening
Miss Fogg last week.
and who had just completthis vicinity who always employ him Harry Jones,
ed a term in Auburn jail for vagrancy,
North Stoneham.
and no one else.
on Hackett, who was in the barn,
Miss Clara Merrill, who has been quite called
Mrs. Will Culbertaml children hav<
for some supper. The men
several years, went to th( and asked
gone to Casco to visit her mother, Mrs feeble for
walked to the house, and Mr. Hackott
las)
for
an
Lewiston
operation
hospital
Simon Grover.
to his daughter, who was in the
week, being informed by her doctoi spoke
Eddie McAllister from New Jersey
kitchen. She said she would get someunleet
until
winter
live
not
she
could
Mrs
his
has
been
who
mother,
visiting
went back to
Her manj thing ready, and the men
L. J^ Gammon, for two months, will g< those means were taken.
While there they heard
barn.
friends feel doubtful about her being the
to South Paris to visit his sister, Mrs
no particular attention,
cured after the length of years she hat voices, but paid
Jennie Lawrence.
thinking it was children. When they
J. C. Sawyor is laid up with a lami been so very feeble.
to the house the girl was missMrs. Smith and her father, Mr. E. Lane, returned
shoulder.
and on searching she was found
Harold Gammon and Alice Lovejo; have two of Mrs. Smith's daughter? ing,
in tho road a few rods from the
Milton Plantation are at Wm from Boston to pass a short vacation lying
from
in a dying condition. Around
Other friends arrived on Saturday tc house
Gammon's for a week.
her neck was a small cord tightly drawn,
II. B. McKeen is quite sick requirinj pass a short time with them.

the

^ °ldJ£h°°0

^Shirley

practioe, or let it lie dormant, and the Sample
Le Roy, Ν. T.
creatures that look to you for comfort
Arc Ton Value Allen'· Foot-Eft··!
and bodily neeeds be compelled to chaw
8hake Into your shoe· Alton'· Foot-Eaee, ft
a musty cud through many of the cold,
It cure· Corn·, Bunion·, Painful,
sad days of winter? Whichever way you
marting, Hot, Swollen feet. At all Druggist·
that sewing will be furnished and a good deolde, it can be of but little use to us and Shoe Stores, 25c.
this year, as we are nearly closing it in,
attendance would be appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Howe and little and all in prime condition, with only
son of Berlin, Ν. H., have been spending two loads of Sunday get, and they were NOW IS
a week or more with the family of J. C. so small that they lie lightly on our
soul.
Howe.
MI O-NA CURE STOMACH
Toot! Toot! An auto goes shuddering NATURE HELPS
Mrs. Harold Gerrish of Lisbon is visitTROUBLES IX SHORT ORDER.
It ie getting to be of so frequent
here.
relatives
her
by.
ing
The summer months are the best In
Misses Eleanor and Virginia Hoyt ar- occurrence as to cause no feeling of
the whole year for the treatment and
rived early last week to remain several wonder, surprise or admiration.
a
us
of
The out-door
cure of stomach troubles.
Speaking of autos reminds
days at The Pines.
Leon Olney is visiting his sister, Mrs. story. A passer-by saw a number of life, with natural exercise, the fruit and
Frank Small.
boys down on all fours and on the move. berries which are ao freely eaten, all help
Mr. and Mrs. Will Bowkor from Massa- He was told that they were making to restore healthy action to the digestchusetts are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. L. believe that thoy were an automobile. ive organs.
Now when Nature will aid Mi-o-na in
Bowker and other relatives in this vi- Each one was a certain part of the machine. The last one on the line was tho curing indigestion and giving strength
cinity.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ricker recently stink, so he said—not an elegant word, to the stomach and whole digestive sysvisited their son at Yarmouth for a but that is what it is. That is the name tem, la tbe best time to use this remarkof it. What's in a name? A rose with able remedy.
week.
Mrs. F. E. Wheeler is visiting in another namo would smell as sweet.
Taken before each meal, Mi-o-na will
Massachusetts.
(Shakespeare.) Such is life. In the soothe and heal the inflamed and irritatA. R. Bucknam is getting better from long line of humanity how many there ed lining of the stomach and aolar-plexua,
his illness, although not yet so as to be are down on all fours representing that and strengthen the nerves of the digestsort of thing, don't you know?
ive tract. Used at any time of the year,
out.
After long years of blindness and it cures all diseases of the stomach, exTuesday of last week E. 30W. Penley
hogs to darknees Cyrus Snell has come into the cepting cancer, but in the summer
shipped a carload of about
Auburn.
light that shall never grow dim—unless months it gives health and etrength
The West Paris Rebekahs have planned the departed sleep till the heavens be twice as quickly.
at
no more.
We have our beliefs and have
If you suffer with headaches, indigesfor a general picnic to Lake Grove
Lake Auburn for Saturday, Aug. 20th. a right to them, but no man knoweth. tion, flatulency, apecke before the eyea,
the
did
who
Bible
wrote
the
men
And
on
the
Saturday
fermentation, heart burn, dizziness, or
regular
They will go
ticket. All members of Onward Rebekah not seem to know, as they advanced have a variable appetite, and a general
feeling of despondency or weakness, it
Lodge and West Paris Lodge of Odd Fel- different views. It is not at all surprislows are invited to go.
ing that their personal ideas crept in shows clearly that the stomach is not diInstead
Mrs. J. Frank Reed has six boarders and were not in the line with God's gesting the food as it should.
from Portland: Mr. Edward Doten, Mr. thoughts. Tho Christ repudiated some of the food being assimilated and maksame
and
the
and Mrs. Erskine, Mr. Howard Milliken, of them, and wo may do
ing rich, red blood and good solid flesh
Fred McCartie, and Clarence Bailey. The not be guilty of skepticism. Πβ says and muscle, it is turned in the atomach
that
men are working at the corn shop, pre- that it was said by them of old time thus into a sour, slimy, fermenting maaa
Mr. and so, but I say unto you etc. Yes, causes gases, distress after eating, and
paring for the canning seasrtn.
Doten has been superintending the build- they of old timo said It. The Lord poisonous germs that fill the whole body
didn't say it, else the Christ of God with poor health.
ing of a new addition to the shop.
Just one little tablet out of a 50 cent
Stella Churchill is working for Μγη. S. would not have repudiated it. So we
affirm and so wo believe.
box uf Mi-o-na for a few days, and all
W. Dunham.
West Peru Grange has a field day this will be changed for the better, and
Mrs. S. T. White goes the first of this
week for a vacation of a week or two Aug. 26th, and we have an urgent in- health restored. Ask F. A. ShurtletT &
vitation to be there in bodily shape. Co. to show you tho Mi-o-na guarantee.
with her parents at Colebrook, Ν. II.
Maria E. Brown of Boston is visiting Wo have the matter under consideration,
her brother, H. G. Brown, until the first and we think now that the temptation Ρ
is greater than we are able to bear.
of September.
Last Saturday, Miss Jennie M. Brown 'Tis our old grange home.
John.
accompanied by her aunt went to Rumford Falls for three or four days.
A Trip to Togus.
Mr. and Mrs. Bradbury Emerson and
East Suuner, Aug. 17.
son from Biddeford, and Mrs. S. L. ClifIn these days of reunions and short
ford and Mrs. Ora Thayer and three chilΝ. H., are vacation trips, allow us to suggest to
dren of North

■
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Specialty

BLACK

vacation.
The regular Good Will meeting will be
held Thursday afternoon of this week
with Mrs. Ε. B. Tuell, who will have it
in Mr. L. C. Bates1 barn. It is expected

{
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Special

on a

The Saturday afternoon tea at the golf
links was given by Mrs. Cnllen Carter
and Mrs. Jarvis Carter and was one of
the most enjoyable and largely attended
yet given this season.
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Garland of Boston are guests at Loren B. Merrill's.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Case of Rochester, Ν. Y., and Frederick T. Case,
Esq., of New York city, are guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. and Mrs. Carlton Gardner.
They came driving the lumber out of Pleasant River
Case.
at this time owing to the severe illness into the Androscoggin.
Mr. Ellery Park and family have reIn order to permit necessary repairs, of Mr. Gardner.
We hear he is more
turned from a week's stay at the Islands.
all the dials of the town clock, except comfortable.
the one toward Main Street, have been
Judge Herrick was in Rumford Falls
Chas. Long of Boston, a nephew of
disconnected from the works. This con* the Governor, is in town.
holding court the past week.
Mr. Whitman is busy at the corn facdition will continue for two or three
Solon Tuttle's health is quite poor.
tory preparing for the opening of the
days, so be sure you look at the Main
The striking apparatus is
Street dial.
Greenwood.
canning season which is expected to be
some ten days earlier than the average.
working as usual.
we looked at the thermometer
When
has secured a rent and
The Ladies' Universalist Circle are and found the
42 before I Mr. Whitman
temperature
making arrangements to present an at- sunrise Monday morning, only 10 above I his wife and son will soon arrive to
the season here.
I
tractive program at Academy Hall next
the freezing point, we remarked that it spend
Friday evening, details of which will be meant a frost in some places, and a few I Last Thursday morning Dr. J. A.
week.
I Morton passed away at his home on
announced by tlyers later in the
days later it was reported from the City I Park Street. For eight or more years
Arrivals at James L. Chase's White
in
so
Not
Mills.
Locke's
and
heavy
I the doctor has been unable to attend to
Mountain View House the past week either
locality as to do much damage,
and a greater part of
I
are Mr. Addison Hamlin, Bangor; Mr.
but quite conspicuous for the middle of regular practice
Master
I the time has been a great sufferer and
and Mrs. Albion K. Parris,
August.
Maurice Parris, Miss Juliet Parris, and
I has had the sympathy of a large circle
Last Friday two men went to Hanover
I of friends to whom he ministered for
Miss Laura Harrison, Washington, D. C.;
to visit a relative, and reported a heavy
Never a word of complaint has
I
Miss Kuth Buck, Portland.
loss of hay ou the intervals in conse- years.
Ex-Gov. Perham, now in bis eightyI he uttered and each time he has revivof the overflow of the river. The
quence
in
! ed from repeated attacks he has acceptseventh year, and Benjamin Maxim,
water prostrated the grass and at the
ed life and made the best of his weakhis ninety-first year, attended the golf
it
on
sediment
much
so
same time left
I ness, and met the close of life with firm
tea at the links Saturday afternoon.
the
at
and
to
difficult
it
cut,
as to make
I faith and trust. Funeral services were
Gov. Perham plans to be present at the
same time nearly worthless for hay.
I held Saturday afternoon in Garland
iîrove meeting at Bryant's Pond on TuesThe men also reported the apple crop
A widow survives him, also
I
day.
a failure so far as observations Chapel.
l.i niece, Mrs. A. Vandenkerckhoven, to
Mrs. Charles Watson and daughter of nearly
extended.
Xew York city are visiting Mrs. GoldI whom he has been as a parent since he
On the same day your scribe visited
I took her to his heart and home a little
berg.
Hill and took dinner with Joseph
Howe
her
on
Miss Annie L. Parris is away
girl of three years.
ou the way there.
Although I motherless
vacation during which she will be the Cumiuinge
The town schools will open Sept. 4th.
lacks only about two
old
the
gentleman
I Gould Academy will open Sept. 5th.
guest of her aunt, Mrs. J. W. Ingraham
of reaching his four score, and his
announces
of Rockport. She will also visit Rock- years
his
f Riverside Park Association
person is somewhat bent and shaky,
its fair to be held Sept. 20, 27, 28.
land and Camden.
I
same
the
and
is still normal,
Percival J. Parris, Esq., of Phila- eyesightsaid of his intellect. And it is
may be
Bryant's Pond.
delphia, is spending his vacation here.
one interviews a man, no
that
seldom
Rev. A. D. Graham, wife and daughThe annual mid-summer fair given by
bookis
better
who
his
what
matter
age,
Mrs. Estella Ford
the ladies of the Baptist society on
ter Ruth, visited
ed up on theology, politics or the passThursday afternoon and evening at
Joe I Tuesday.
than
"Uncle
the
of
events
day
I Clarence Cole has been visiting friends
Academy Hall proved to be very much ing
Beach the past week.
of a success. Many fancy and useful Curamings."
Frank Cummings, is I at Wiuthrop
His
nephew,
articles were sold and the concert was
! The curn shop has been repaired reoverseer of Skillings' steam mill, situated
audience.
oreatlv enjoyed by a large
I cently, and some new machinery added.
near by and built about two years ago,
Several of the numbers on the proI Miss Mina Kimball has returned
and doing a good.business manufacturand Miss Ida Littlehale of North
gramme would have merited a much
and some other goode for home,
dowels
ing
Russian
the
is working for Mrs. Ansel Dudley.
Paris
I
larger price of admission and
cords
about
2000
which purpose they use
and Jewish dialect songs were very inI John Staples has been sick with fever
of wood a year. They are now building
teresting. The programme was as fol- a store house and shed, 30x130, which I for two weeks, but is somewhat better,
lows:
George A. England has been engaged
This makes a
was very much needed.
to teach the fall term of high school.
I
1. Piano Solo—Norwegian Bridal Procession.
wood.
hard
all
kinds
of
for
market
Urelg. good
I Mr. England graduated from Harvard
On our way home we called on RanMiss Marv Ellsworth Poitle.
I in the class of 1003.
two-acre
a
us
who
showed
som
2. Song—Die War lit am Kheln,
Cole,
Dr. Clark moved his household goods
Mr. Κ. E. Tower.
field of sweet corn which was really
3. Soug—Kortrosta
I and family to South Paris last week.
aud
well
was
It
worth
grown
seeing.
Mrs. M. H. Clay.
I Mrs. Anna Bowker and Miss Heler
not a miss hill nor a weed to be seen,
I. Russian Love Song.
I Hilton of Lewiston, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Misses Korman and Klein.
aud will soon be ready for the factory.
Fontenalllcs
I ford Bowker of Maiden, and Percy Bow
( Obstination.,
the
covered
vines
His
ground,
potato
3. Songs.— !
I ker of Wakefield, were the guests of Mr.
Bern burg
were white with blossoms, and showed
( Souple,
and Mrs. James Bowker the first of the
Miss I .aura B. Cobb.
But very few apples I
no signs of rust.
week. Mrs. Bowker and Miss Hiltor
6.—Jewish Song.—Selected
be
seen anywhere, and so reported
to
Klein.
and
Forinan
Misses
I visited the last of the week at Albior
7. Song.—David's 43 1 Psalm.
generally.
I Bowker's.
Mr» M H. Clay.
"There's many a slip betweon th<
I A large number of the summer peo·
S. Song —Angus McDonald
crown and hip," is an old adage, anc
Mr. Κ. E. Tower.
pie returned to their homes Saturdaj
was again illustrated
9. Soug.—Selected
recently. Scott II and
and many new ones hav<
Mise Laura B. Cobb.
of
Merrill
Norway bnughtanon-resideni I comeSunday,
the week.
10. Russian National Hymn
during
writ
the
minus
farm of Royal Martin,
Misses Forman and Klein.
Dr. Stone and wife are stopping at the
II. America—Sung by the audience, etaudin/.
iugs being done, and after he came u{ I Glen Mt. House.
and cut a part of the hay, the-trade mis
At the annual meeting
I Mrs. James Bowker and Percy Bow
carried for some reason, and now it if
I ker visited at Albert Bowker's at Wes ;
said the farm is sold to a Mr. Morey.
I Paris Thursday.
rain Tuesday night and Wednes
The
were elected for the ensuing
I Mrs. Frank M. Cole is having au uj >
day forenoon was not equal to the other I stairs rent finished off in her house.
but was sufficient to turn the dust int(
I Our photographer, Walter Arkett
mud.
I seems to be having a good deal of busi
Oxford.
I ness this summer.

J

Ladies'

With 14 automobile* Farmington
John's Letter.
olaima to bave more In proportion to it·
When that field of cnt and cured grass
Maine town.
other
than
any
Is in fine condition for the dependent population
Dr.
creatures, and it is Sunday and the
Sale for One Week on
Glaaaea on weekly payments.
cloud· are ominous and the weather Parmenter. Read my ad.
bureau says "rain to-morrow," would it
be wise or wioked to save it in the best
Mother Grajr'a Appeal to Women.
and helpless
Mother Gray, ft nurse In New York, discovered
nounce it a most enjoyable occasion. condition for the dumb
The ski rte are made from the bent
aromatic
pleasant herb drlnkfor women ■ ill·»
but up- an
25 VcGee adjustable yoke Petticoats.
Tennis, oharades and other games were dependents that you call yours,
It li the only
the Almighty has a claim? called ATTBTKALIAIf-LEAF.
to (it any size waist from 22 to :}<j,
certain monthly regulator. Cure· female weak- quality of mercerized goods and can be made
played, and a basket picnio supper on which
Miss Nellie Would the Maker of common sense be nesses and Backache, Kidney, Bladderftnd Urineaten on the grounds.
These skirts are fitted like a dress skirt and give a perfect form.
At all Druggist· or by mall 50 eta. 38 to 44 length.
Marshall was at home from Lewiston better pleased to have you put it in ary troubles.
at the waist.
FREE. Addre··, The Mother Gray Co.,
as there are no
Wast RarU.
The Unlvemliit Good Will Society
was entertained at the home of G. F.
Marshall last Thursday afternoon and
evening. Mr. Marshall carried with his
team all who desired to attend. There
were a good number present who pro-

Bethel.

Backflold.
Seward Mitchell of Lynn, Mua., a
former townsman, baa recently been in

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1833.

Working Shoes, Goodyear

Plain Toe, Lace

Welt,
Plain Toe, and

THE PRICE IS $2.25
and

they

are

surely

worth it.

Ask

to see

them.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE
Ε. N. SWETT,

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

Manager.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Telephone

CASTORIA

TIM UwNUn Ajtqt Bwffct

11B«8.

-

UMMSZit

V

i La.

_________

ïlif (Oxford

JBctnocrst

SÔUTB_PAEIS.
Commencing

TKAlMS

Ρ

VRIS

*· *·· t'WlTi Sundayi
4:04 p. M.
Sunday only

bo'u* ll>wn
* W A. M-,
j: k·.!!.
*·*·
a *. «*<>
10Λ" A.M.,3.-JK P. M.. 10 15 Ρ
u,,:tαμ «e-t
Sunday only
lullv, Sundays included).
« r. *.
»

Γ*
w

a.

SOVTU PARIS POST oirplcS.
7 :Λ> A. M. to 7:30 P. M.

Office Hours:

CHL'KCHKS.

Church, Rev. Α. Κ. Bald
K!r»i (\>i>.:reg»tlonal service·, 10:45 a m. an.
Preaching
«Ιο Γ i-Uj!
Y. P. 8. C. Ε
Sunday School 12
«
Church frayer meeting on Tuesds;
m
7 '1 o'clock. All, not otherwise con

jt,

α
at* cordially Invited.
A. Clifford. Pastor
i~t Church, Rev II.
Mi ·:;·
meeting » 30 A. M.:
tn rnliitt
M. ; Sabbath School
\.
45
10
.n·»· -«ervlce
,-,·
Meeting 6 15 p. it.

prayer

j. m
i-u

l·'μ worth League7

meet

On p.

prayer
I'ntver meeting class meeting,
Friday
ι·.- rue-lay evening;
evening.
Kev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
-t ChurchI!
10 45 a
t>u Sun«lav, preaching service
Pit- r.
« -23 p.
C. Ε
.'(h School I- >·.; Y. 1' S.
ν
p.
evening
7
M.;
Tuesday
·γ meeting
|·
ν
«'

Scats

-t-rvlce at 7Jo.

r,

free.

All

are

we'e· WIW?Kev. J. II. Little, I'astor
1:1- realist Church,
-crvlcc every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
j·,,
*.
12
Evening service, 7
at
Si;: !uy School
P.*.

STATED MKETLNU8.

liesrular
Κ .t Λ M.—Paris Lodge,
or before full moon.
I) .i nlng on
meetregular
I.odge,
1, '>.·>. Τ —Mount Mica
of each week —Aurora
'n-- Γ irs i ty evening
thirl
Monday evenings
Kpment, t!ret and
of each rnoulh.
No.
K.—Mount Pleasant Rcbckah I.odge,
1>
or eacb
en »econd and fourth Fridays
ji,.
Ilall.
it' iiui !" odd Fellows'
K.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S, meet?
i..
eveulngt of eaeb
Sr : i)l third Saturday
R. Hall.
Π1 :;tr:, III U. A.
liret
K. Kimball Relief Corps meets
\\
In
!r ! Saturday evenings of each month,
%·
Hall.
Kb !:'t'ir|m
t<>
Oct.
1
1,
from
May
II.—Parts Grange,
r
Saturday ; during the
ets ilr-t and third
No. 94.

ir·
r of
iian.
iu.c Hall.
t, jii.c

the year, meete every
and

Saturday, In

fourth Mondays of

I." 'i. C—Second
ίά·.·Ιι month.
No. 181,
v. K. O. P.—Stony Brook Lo<lge,
cooii 1 anil fourth Wednesday evenings
t
ui

of

K-

av

1'.-Ilamlln I.odge, No, 31, meets every
vcnlng at Pythian Hall.
Paris
rn Woodmen of America.—South
Su. bcit>7, meets second and fourth Tues<

—

been
I; bcrt Ham of Yarmouth has
Louis Clark for the past week.
vin

Mary McArdle of Hopedale,
visitiDg relatives at South

M,»s
Mini
Paris.

k last

there

'i

re:

until

about

the tirst of

|

nthly food sale by the ladies of
in;relational Circle will be giveu
after.it i! wker's Block on Saturday
ii.h.u, Aug. -tt, from ;ί to 0 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. John Morrill and daughBur-1
ter Miss Nettie Morrill, and Hoy
visited Mrs. Morrill's
>.'eN>. of Sumuer,
A. Record,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
t!..

!

ni

1

Thursilay.

and Mrs. I. E. Andrews and
daughter Eva are spending a week with
relatives in I.ovell. Master Ralph, who
has been there several weeks, will retain home with them.
Mr.

The ladies of the Congregational so-1
the vestry
.···> are requested to meet at
as
next Tuesday afternoon, Aug.
for !
early a.s possible, to make the carpet
the vestibule. If stormy come the next
ν

pleasant

afternoon.

Kigister of 1'rolKtte Albert I). Park
atwent to Rumford Falls last week to
ten 1 the August term of Probate Court.
Mrs. I'ark accompanied him, and they
visiting Mr.
remained seveial days,
Park's relatives at Mexico.

P. E. Wheeler and family returned
from Falmouth Foresideearly last week,
a:;·! were accompanied by U. ti. Wheeler
and family of Waketield, Mass., who
have been stopping at Falmouth and
will make a visit here before returning
home.

lu»vo

*'

fhft last i»f

τ! week. with souie tifteen head of his
k'n .leside Farm Jerseys, fur the Eastern
Maine fair grounds at Bangor. lie will
l>< α way on the circuit of the fairs several weeks, but his route is uot yet fully

made up.

* orn canning at the factory of the
Burnbam Λ Morrill Co. will probably
There is a
'^m the first of next week.
been a
prospect of a big run. It has
lookgreat corn year, and the crop never
ed better. Only a very untimely and
unusual frost can prevent a good pack.

THB FAIR

THUBSDAY.

August is the month of regimental
réunions, when those who are drawn
together by the strong tie cf having
served in the same organization dur-

ing the war for the Union assemble
to greet each other once more, revive
Mrs. Ε. N. Anderson is visiting rela- old memories, and take a new lease of
life, Only a few of these reunions have
tives in Portland and Old Orchard.
been held in South Paris, and it is some
Mrs. C. L. Buck and children went to years since the last one.
Scarboro for a visit Monday morning.
Last Thursday the old Twelfth Maine
and unless
llave you noticed that the crop of held its annual reunion here,
appearances deceive, it was certainly in
hazelnuts is unusually large this year?
ail respects a very successful affair. A
Thomas
£. Stearns of Cambridge, good number of the survivors of the
Mass., is visitiug at Charles H. Thayer's. regiment and several ladies connected
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Stanley of Au- with the association were here, and all
burn visited at C. W. Bowker'e Sunday. seemed to enjoy the occasion hig y.
The visitors were the guests for the day
Miss Price, organizer of the W. C. T. of Wm. K. Kimball Post, G. A. R., and
an
here
at
to
is
early the Ladies of the G. A. R., who enU.,
speak
expected
date.
deavored to show the veterans every
their stay pleasant.
Little Miss Doris Culbert went Satur- attention and make
The weather, after ten days of a mixa
with
visit
for
to
Melrose,
Mass.,
day
ture of all sorts of extremes, had got
friends.
settled down to its normal condition
Wui. Culbert fell from his wheel so that the day was perfect.
Some of the veterans, who came from
Saturday evening and cut a gash over
his left eye.
Massachusetts or distant towns, had
in Wednesday afternoon; but
Miss Ruth Abbott of Waterville was a come
most of them came on the forenoon
guest at Mrs. Alice P. Thayer's a few trains of
Thursday. After the 10 ο clock
days last week.
train had arrived and there had been a
Miss Ruth Tucker is on a trip to ' general hand-shaking, the veterans fell
Connecticut with Mr. and Mrs. L. C. in and marched to Grand Army Hall,
Bates of West Paris.
which was open to receive them. Odd
Fellows' Hall was also opened for their
Elisha M. Stevens and family, who
and the formal meetings were held
have been at A. E. Morse's, returned to use,
there.
their Louie in Lynn, Mass., Monday.
At 11 o'clock the business meeting or
Mrs. Dolliver and children and Mrs. the Twelfth Maine Regiment Association
Pease, who have been with their brother, was called to order by President L. H.
George F. Kastman, returned to their Bradbury of Chelsea, Mass.^ Capt. II.
home in Baltimore Monday.
N. Bolster welcomed the visitors, and
..

season.

quartette choir has been organized
for the I'niversalist church, which will
of
tx-^in its services with the reopening
the i-hurch the tirst Sunday in SeptemA

The choir consists of Mrs. H. G.
Fletcher, soprano; Mrs. i. E. Audrews,
alte: L. S. Sessions, tenor; George A.
Briggs, bass; with Mrs. II. E. Wilson as
ber.

organist.
Dr. Barker, who

was announced in
week's Democrat as about to settle
iiere immediately, changed his mind regarding the matter very soon after the
auuouucemeut was made, and though he
caiue to town ou Monday, did so simply
to readjust his plana and call off such
arrangements as he had made towaid
settling here.
last

played

3;

BRYANT'S POND

RADCLIFFE

1.

they

Bryant's

_· _»

sllS
»? !»

J 5

j

2 1

j

;

;

Raflcllffe,

|

j

j

■

witnessed.

M. M. Swett.

Fryeburg

William W. Wat*on, South Watcrford.
Samuel Κ night, Brldgton.

Melville C. Bacon, Brldgton.

HAY WHILE THE SUN
SHINES."
There ie a lesson in the work of the
thrifty farmer. He knows that the
bright sunahine may last but a day and
he prepares for the showers which are
So it should be
so liable to follow.
household.
Dysentery,
with evecy
diarrhoea and cholera morbus may at-

"MAKE

tack some member of the home without

llke.S-b
Carey, c
Hall, ρ
Hayes, l.f
Flood, c.f

Ο lover, r.f

s.»

38

Totale,
•Two

men

Oxford

Hebron

12

27

11

A.B. Κ. BU. P.O. Α. Ε. I
ο
1
ο
9
0
4
0
10
12
4
1
1113
4
10
0
18
3
0
3
0
0
0
5
ο
ο
0
5
ο
5
0
0
112
S
0
0
0
2
1
4
113
10
4

Itearce, 1-b
Cole, 2-b

Tolman,

β

HEBRON.

5

7

*26

9

make an excellent showing
IK CONTESTS AT WAKEFIELD.

The rifle team from Co. D gave

WELL

Oxford Central Railroad wm held atthe
office of the Norway and Western Hail

lajer

CUBED

HAY

WOMAN

ENGLAND

FEVEB—CUBE

I

On Wednesday

total

was

WAS

The thousands of discouraged people
who dread the approach of summer because they have hay fever and cannot
find any relief from it, will read with interest and gratitude the following statement from Helen S. Williams of Mans-

an ex-

field,

Mass.
"For 27 years, from the month of
August until heavy frost, I have hern

afflicted with hay fever, growing

score of 287
best score

held tbe regiment-

For tbe first Maine the
team was made up of Sergt. Wentworth
of Co. F, and Sergt. C. A. Marston, Sergt.

Strayed.

From the

The

bargains
September ist.

are

going

fast and our sale

only

continues until about

Regular Suits and Outing Suits
$5.
IT?
WORTH SAVING ISN'T
The Man, Youth, or Boy who needs an odd pair of trousers
WE HAVE CUT IN PRICE FROM $r TO

inning

has his

now.

to 35c. ofY.

BOYS' TROUSERS
YOUTHS' TROUSERS
MEN'S TROUSERS

Come and

20c

to 50c.
to

You will find something you

see us.

are

ofÙ

$1 off.

looking for.

F. H. NOYES CO.,
SOUTH PARIS.

NORWAÏ.

-

Thomas Smiley

full-

a

pediences

trM?M

ΤΛΏΤίtns

pUeÎ

Nor^y

.,..

Scientific American.

brTho'high

Sunn

is much

impressed

with her brother

s

D°Mrs°Wiiliani

Wirt Virgin of Portland
is stopping with her brother, George A.

|

Born.
In

Paris, Aug.

It·, to the

1337 Farm Hunters answered our newspaper advertising during July.
If you want to get a quick, cash sale
write today for our FREE description
blunks, so that your farm may be brought
to the attention of these Farm Buyers.
We require no advance payment
"Strout's Bargain List" of big trade»
mailed free.

wife of Joseph II. El-

lingwood, a daughter. the wife of
George II.
In Paris, Aug. 11), to
village schools I'ruct'ir,
a iiaughter
wiUcommence Monday, Sept. lltb, with
In South Carls, Aug. 15, to the wife of Granvll'c Abhott, a daughter.
the following teachers:
In Greenwood, a ug. 12, to the wife of Arthur
0. B. Thompson.
C

The fall term of

the

illirh—Principal.

Tracv, a son.
In Norway,

'Μ-

Sutima«tor. Ρ.
Α esletant. Grace B. Blckuell.
9th Grade—Hanrtet Abbott.
Sih Urailc—"attic n.Kt c t.
7th Grade—Iva L. McArilie.
ftth Gra-le- K.lna 1. l<rown.
5th Grade—Edith S. Harlow.
4th Grft'lc—I^ucy M.
3·! Graile—Harrlette Ε. Cr*tfn·
Ο. Ga r Iner.
Middle

Young,

Monday,

Bunk, a son.
In Gllead, Aug. II, to the wife of John Gaul,

Greenwood, Aug. 1*. to the wife of Frank
Brooks, a daughter, !» pounds.
In Canton Point, Aug. 12, to tlic wife of
(Jharlcs L. Small, a daughter.
K.

town schools will com
Sept. 25 :

|

In

Married.

Swift—Hattlc Crooker.
Centre— UckkIc B.

Yaifaer—Maijorle Buswell.
Lake—Marguerite Hnney.
Pike—.Josephine I. «beud.
Crockett—Roma L. Pf e Ρ»·
Noble—Miriam I.. Calif.
Chapel—Carrie A. Gray.

In Bum ford Falls. Aug. 14, by Rev. Fr LaFlamme, Mr. Alec Bourgault and Miss Meleda
Beaudett, both of Rumford Falls.
In South Carls. Aug. 20, by Rev. H. A. Clif.
ford, Mr Joseph Lewis Caul and Miss fcva
Francis Davie, both of South Paris.

n'oit^Bianclic I. Adams.

Winlield S. Kimball of ÎAUcaster,
Mass., visited his friends in town this

WLejuneO.
McCrellis

Burt is at work for A.C.
A.
during the vacation of

^

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

ISO Nautu St., N.V. Trament Tempi·, BOSTON
^ cents.
D. M. I
W. O. FROTH 1N'UΗ Α Μ, South Parle.
1
FRENCH, Norway.

a son.

LTe'r^-K^hï.'^sen,
following

ineuce

Aug. 9, to llic wife of William F.

in North Buck Held, Jtfly 3>>, to the wife of
John Gregg, a son.
In Norway, Aug. 13, to the wife of Wlllard II.

Primary—ttcrtru'îe

Tho

a son.

—

Died.
In East Sumner, Aug. 12, Mrs. John II. Robinson, aged 67 years.
In North Buckfleld, Aug. 11, Mrs. Hannah Farrnr, aged 70 years.
In BrownUeld, Aug. 11, Henry Durgln.
In Brownfleid, Aug. 12, Eflle, wife of Charles

Mrs. Jameson Kinney is visiting at Dr.
κ Bradburv's for a few days.
•loges.
lu West Porter, Aug. 12, Mrs. Hannah Va'ney,
A party of Kbout thirty K. of P. mem75 years, 6 mouths.
bers from this place atteuded the re aged
In IjovcII, Aug. 14, Mrs. Bcnj. Russell, aged
Auception to S. C., Ε. Ε Shiveley, at
year*.
In Errol, Ν. II., George A. Snow of North
burn this week.
,
aged 83 years
\lpheus G. Lovejoy of Mason has Watcrford,
In Oxford, Aug. 15, Mrs. Aurllla Small, aged
bought tho Nathan Millett farm and will 73 years
In Utthel, Aug. 17, Dr. John A. Morton.
take possession Oct. 1st.
In l.ewlston, Aug. 18, Joliu C. Rice of WaterHelen S. Swan of Everett, Mass., i.
53 years.
Mrs. Ilowena Swan. ford, aged
her
it

1

Money

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
WHKUEAS, Fred M.Mosher, of Waterford,
by his mortgage deed, dated the 3d day of Aug.,
Idol· and recorded In the Oxford registry of
deeds, book 265, liage 4>·; Ac., conveyed t··
parcel of real
Oagood Drew of Albany, a certain
estate nltuatcd In North VVat< rford Village,
Comwit
to
bounded anil described a« follows,
mencing at a point on the easterly sl.!e of Main
at
the
and
Mid
Village
Street running through
southwesterly en nier of Howard Uussell'i Flske
of
«aid
line
on
thence
easterly
lot. so-called;
Flske lot to the easterly corner thereof; thence
angling northerly to "land of John F. Lewi»;
th.:uce northeasterly on line of eald i,cwl«' land
to land of Kmlly J. I'age; thence ou «aid l'ave'·)
ine to corn shop lot, so-called; thence on Hue
of eald corn shop lot to the southeast corner
thereof; thence northeasterly on line of corn
down said
shop lot to Crooked river; thence
river about ten rode to land of Mary A. Klce;
thence ou line of said Klce to her westerly corline to
ner; thcnce southeastern on tald Klce
land formerly owned by Joshua Saunders;
thence In a southerly direction on said Saunders
line to laud of Charles G. Knight; thence westcor
erly on Une of said Knight to the easterly
tier of the Geo. W. Kaud ρ I ara now owned by
l»r. Coo lid ge; thence northerly to said Cool
on said
Idge's north corner; thence westerly
Coolldgc line to the main street running through
'aid Village; thcnce northerly on said street to
the Odd Fellows' lot; thcnce following Odd
Fellows' lut easterly to their easterly corner;
thcnce northerly to the uorth coruer of said
Odd fellows' lot; thence westerly to the main
to the
rtrect; thence on said street northerly
Blacksmith's shop lot; thence easterly, northerU
acksmlth's
chop
said
of
line
on
and
westerly
ly
οι.
lot to the aforesaid street; thence northerly
said street twelve feet more or less to the place

Saved

by taking advantage

of

Lothrop Reunion

at West Peru.

reunion of the Lothrop family
occurred at the home of Marcellus Atkins, West Peru, Monday. There were
thirty-three members present, all residing at Peru and in adjoining towns.
There are many others living in all parts
of the New England States, who were unA

able to attend.

There were three generations represented, being the children, grandchildren and great grandchildren of Bunj.
Lothrop, who was one of tbe earliest
settlers

at

grandmother

Canton
was

and

a

whose
sister of

P. O. Address, Barrett,
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby (fives notice that she
last
rifts Itcen duly appointed executrix of the
will and testament of
DELIA LONUSTAKK, late of Rumford.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directe.
demands against the estate of said deceased
for seuleare desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto arc requested to

make payment immediately.
Aug. 15th, 1905.

MARGARET SHERRIFFS.
JOHN P.

SWASEY, Agent.

"August 14th, 1905."
For entertainment the party enjoyed
music and songs by Zadie and Mabel

Hinds,

also recitations

by

Katie New-

Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
Oxford; Noye· Drugstore, Norway.

wfr

le»

been

h've

.sev-

No

old suits but all new
goods made for tliis
season.

S 7.50

10.00
1-2.00
13.50
15.00
10.00
18.00

are now
"

"
u
"

"
"

·? •'••>0

7.50
10.(10
10.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

Straw Hal*
At Cost.

North Waterford to Lovell, estimated
tain eighty acres more or less; and whereas
said Os*ood Drew by his deed of assignment,
ate· 1 Feb. 13. I'JiU, and recorded In said registry,
book 281, page 134, sold ami assigned said mortand
gage to me, the undersigned, James Brown, has
whereas, the coudltlon of said mortgage
been broken,
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said

H. 8. FOSE
Norway,

Me.

mortgage.
Dated at Paris, Mc

this twelfth day of Aug.,
JAMES BROWN.
Wright, his Attorney.
Wright Λ Wheeler, Attorneys for Mortgagee.

1905,

Bv James S.

REFRIGERATOR

GLASSES

WILL

Easy Weekly Payments!
Eye Specialist.

Threshing !

A. W. WALKER & SON,

applying

summer

marked down
eral dollars.

OF

On

All

suit sale.

new

suits

ALL STYLES

great
John

our

our

mother,
visiting
Daniel Mills of Mason has purchased
the B. W. Marston farm in \ aggor. Mr.
money t-ouna.
Marston will move to the village.
of beginning.
said
The owner can have by proving Also one other lot or parcel of land In west
William C. Cole is building an addiWaterford and being that portion of the
tion to the Moffatt cottage on the west and
for
advertising.
live In the fourteenth
number
lot
paying
half
of
erly
which lies on
shore ot the lake. The. cottaR.
range In said town of Waterford
L. B. HEALD, Sumner Hill.
from
the northerly side of the road leading
also be improved by new windows.
Maine.
to con-

International Gasoline Engines

V.

LAST CHANCE ON OUR
CLEARANCE SALE.

worse

get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to

Wl-Λ

t^=

BLUE 8TORE8.

Knight pasture,
Daughraty, Capt. Nash, Corp. Tubbs blooded
I
this
In
D.
of
Co.
Stiles
and Sergt.
yearling Holstein bull and This is the time of our semi-an- Just received a new line of Towmatch, with thirteen teams competing, yearling Holstein heifer. Notify
nual mark down in children's dresses. els». Ilére are some of the best valthe First Maine took fourth place with a
captain
H. N. PORTER, South Paris.
total score of 450, while three MassachuThe ready made dresses are cheaper
with
ues in Towels we have ever shown.
Alice M. Russell, who has work- setts teams were above them,
Here are a few
:han the goods.
60 YEARS*
scores of 473, 472 and 471 respectively.
ed for E. F. Smith during the past year,
fringed,
LOT damask Towels,
ONE
EXPERIENCE
At 300 yards Sergt. W. P. Marston made
will enter the Central Maine Genera
prices.
white or colored border,
44.
individual
best
score,
the
quality,
good
of
fiist
the
about
Hospital at Lewiston
3NE LOT Dresses of gingham and print,
In the inter-state shoot of Thursday
12 IOC.
18 by 27 inches,
September and take tho three yeathe and
now 39c.
Maine went to third place,
several styles, were 50c.,
in
Friday
Ellen
Smith,
Miss
under
course,
hemmed
second.
union
for
buck,
ON'Κ LOT linen
though it was a close contest
3NE LOT Dresses of plain and striped
a total of
are .awh* Massachusetts was first with
ends, white or colored border, 17 by
were i»8c.,
neat
styles,
with
second
Island
3008 points, Rhode
gingham,
13 ioc.
35 inches,
now 79c.
Trade Marks
2845, and Maine third with 2841. In this
until
Designs
second
held
Maine
contest
position
Lake
northerl, of. th.
3ΝΈ LOT Dresses with white lawn ONE LOT figured buck, good quality,
Copyrights Ac.
tbe last event, skirmish fire. In thiH
i8c.
road and near the ice house. The Norwith
hemmed ends, IS by .'UJ inches,
Anyone ecndlne it ûketnh and description may
have
Maine
waists, plain gingham skirts
the
kind
of
boys
au
whether
shooting
the
free
cross
aulckl/ ascertain our opinion
way and Western railroad will
and
were
to
Invention in prohel.ly patentable. Communicaneat
had
little
styles,
hempractice,
extra
opportunity
suspenders,
value,
ONE LOT linen buck,
lumber yard from east to *e8ttion· Htrlctly rontldentla!. Handbook on Patente
sale price $1.19
socunnifpatenta,
they fell down on it just enough to I lent free. Oldest nucncy forMunn
l8c.
Gorliam Knights of Wat?'f?™
stitched cuds, IS by 31 inches,
& Co. recelr·
Patenta taken tnroutili
Island.
Rhode
them
below
bring
tp trial notic', without cbnree, In the
shingling his buildings near the tannery
$1.49
$1.98 grade now
Good scores have also been made by
hemlinen
buck,
ONE LOT line- quality
events.
$2.25
♦2 .08 grade now
school buildings are being the men in several individual
ajc.
stitched ends, lit by .'J7 inches,
In the O'Keefe trophy match at 000
the
cirto
Lar*e»t
lllnstrMe.l
and
weekly.
openvioles
handsomely
A
Kintfprior
in
thoroughly repainted
linen,
Many styles
Stiles was second with a
culation of any «denude Journal. Term», S3 a
each.
to
$1.25
towels
other
up
ing of the fall schools. Grade 4 room yards.ofSergt.
all
Sold
Many
by
year : four months, |L.
newadealerj.
îanis not given here.
score
45, the winner having 40.
damaged by steam last "int°r *
Stiles won the Hale trophy in
m
New
Sergt.
of the other
s
co.3e,e"M"'·
several
and
replastered,
Branch Office. 626 V 8U Washington. D. C.
an individual squadded match at 1000
rooms whitened and painted.
yards, with a score of 29, over quite a
Etta Nevers, after a month with
list of competitors, and was third in the
brother, Dr. Harry Severs, at Bingham,
New
of the
Englaud R'tle
returned to her home Saturday much match
Association.
pleased and benefited by her visit hhe

You

South Paris; Noyee Drug Store, Norway
Jones Drug Store, Oxford.
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LASTING.

Winthrop, Governor of Massachusetts in
colonial days.
Dinner was served on the lawn under
the
a canvas and a pleasant feature of
f»
spread was a cake with fancy white
date
the
frosting bearing in gilt letters

out when winning run was scored.
Score by Innings.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-Total
0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 2-6
0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0—5

OF

NKW

in a and worse each year, until of late years
five teams, with
being I have been unable to attend to my work
poesible 350, the next
283. The competing teams were from during that period.
"Last summer I fortunately gave HyMassachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut and Rhode Island. This gives omei a trial, and I am happy to say that
Co. D the cadet trophy and 125.00 in it entirely cured me, and I have had no
occurrence of the disease since.'*
money.
This letter is only one of many that
The scores made in this shoot are as
have come to the proprietors of Hyomei,
follows:
and the results following this treatment
Sergt. W. P. Marston—
S 3 4 4 5 4 4-27
300 yards
have been so remarkable that it is proI
4 5 5 8 8 2 5-29-56
300 yard*
posed at the annual convention of hay
Tubb·—
Corp.
5 4 5 4 4 4 4—30
fever sufferers to recommend Hyomei.
2.W yards
3 5 4 5 4 4 5-80-«) I
500 yards
1
By breathing the germ-killing and
Sergt. Daughraty—
healing balsams of Hyomei, anyone can
3 4 3 4 5 4 4—27
200 yarde
4 4 4 5 3 4 5-23-56 I have at any moment of the day, either in
5H) vards
Capt. Nash—
their home or office, a climate like that
4
4 4 4 4 5 4-29
AJO yards
Mountains.
5 3 4 4 5 5 5—31-60 I of the White
500 yards
The complete outfit costs but one f 1,
Se rift C. A. Marston—
4 3 3 4 3 4 3—24
200 yards
P. A. Shurtleff
extra bottles 50 cents.
5 4 4 4 5 5 4-31-55
500 yards
& Co. agree to refund the money to any
287 hay fever sufferer who uses Hyomei
Total
without benefit.
a

al team shoot.

farçe

KNOWN

Mabel Hinds, Etta and Ina DickKarned runs, Oxford 3; Hebron 2. Two-base- ton,
Stone. erson, Mabel Davis, Ella Stanley and
hits. Barrows, Carey. Three-base-hit,
2.
Hall
off
First base on balls, off Barrows 3;
Lillian Hinds.
Struck out. by Barrows 6; by Hall 9. Left on
DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER,
The officers chosen for tho ensuing
on
bases, Hebron 11; Oxford 11. First base and
Many
Ridlonville,
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Shaw
Annie
were:
Davis,
6.
Hebron
Umpires,
Oxford
5,
year
errors,
All glasses made according to Proscription.
work.
Curtis. Scorer, Thayer.
'president; Cynthia Lothrop, Canton,
EYES TESTED FREE. All kinds of Optical repair
testimoniale.
Rumliving
vice president; Abbie Johnson,
OXFORD 10; BRYANT'S POND 0.
15 years experience. Consult me about your
ford Falls, secretary; Velma Newton, I MAKE OPTICS A SPECIALTY".
The last game could hardly be called a
West Peru, treasurer.
eyes.
contest. Currier, who pitched in the
A sufficient sum of money was conforenoon, again went into the box for I tributed for the necessary funds of the
Bryant's Pond and got all thatin was com-1 treasury.
holding
ing to him. He succeeded
The next meeting will be held at the
Maine.
Oxford just three innings, after that runs home of Willie Atkins, Dixfield, Aug.
Next Door to Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,
his
He
took
fast.
and
in
thick
came
1000.
medicine until the eight inning, when 14,In the home of Marcellus Atkins,
he retired, J. Farnum finishing the
where the reunion was held, are many
Adams pitched finely for Oxand
game.
very ancient pieces of furniture
ford, three hits being all the strong dishee which, though constantly used,
off
Bryant's Pond batters could make
have been cared for zealously and are in
his delivery. He passed no one during
condition to-day. Among them is
good
In
seven.
out
the game and struck
use
a table which has been in constant
five
of
record
a
batting he also made
for over 200 years. It was brought
a
with
can
the
at
bat,
hits out of five times
from England.
total of eeven bases. Oxford supported
us.
their pitcher well and only one Bryant's
IN CHILPond man reached third base, and only SUMMER DIARRHŒA
DREN.
four men reached first in safety. Tho
score:
During the hot weather of the summer months the first unnatural looseness
oxroKD.
A.B. Β. BH. P.O. A. E. of a child's bowels should have imme0
1
10
0
1
β
Pike, 1-b
diate attention, so as to check the disease
0
2
3
1
2
5
Foes, s.s
All that is
0 before it becomes serious.
0
6
5
3
5
Adams, ρ
0
0
1
5
2,0
necessary is a few doses of Chamberlain's
Nelson, if
0
0
2
7
1
5
FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE THEM
De Wolfe, c
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhœa Remedy
0
0
0
2
1
4
8haw, r.f
of castor oil to
a dose
followed
IN OPERATION.
0
0
by
3
2
1
5
Barrows, 2-b
0 cleanse the system.
Rev. M. O. Stock0
0
0
1
5
Bowie, c.f
1
12
5
10
E.
M.
church,
first
tho
Stone, 3-b.
land, Pastor of
"We have
2 Little Falls, Minn., writes:
10
27
13
10
45
Totals,
used Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
BBY ANT'S POND.
Diarrhaja Remedy for several years and
A.B. Κ. B.H. P.O. Α. Ε
0 find it a very valuable remedy, especial0
5
0
0
South. Parle, Maine.
5

[
j

Oxford; Noyee Drugstore

HAY FEVER FOR 27 YEARS.

Boy·.

anl

Billings, c.f
0
0
0
10
.-.S
ly for summer disorders in children."
Farnum, l.f., ρ
warning. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera J.
0
0
4
1
0
S
Bearce, ο.
Sold by Shurtleff A Co., South Paris;
2
1
3
1
0
and Diarrhœa Remedy, which la the F. Farnum, 2-b
3
2 Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug
1
3
0
1
S
beat known medicine for these diseases, Currier, p., li
0 Store, Norway.
1
3
0
0
3
3-b
I
should always be kept at band, aa im- Bowe,s.·
3
4
0
1
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
mediate treatment is necessary, and Day,
8
r.f.
Hayes,
ο
>
0
F.
12
0
0
Oliver Lavallie of Lewiston has beet
aale
8
For
by
Darls, 1-b
delay may prov> fatal.
arrested on a charge of striking Josept
A. Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Jonec
β
18
0
8
27
29
Totals
Veilleux with a pickaxe. The men bac
Drug Store, Oxford ; Noyes Drug Store
Score by Innings.
it
some words and Veilleux was etruck
Norway.
12345678 »-Total
the eye with tbe pickaxe. The eye bal
0 0 0 2 1 8 2 2 0-10
Tbe injured man is at s
Dr. Simpaon'a collection at the Ok Oxford,
was split.
in a serious condition and wil
Orchard missionary meeting amounted Bryant's Pond,..0 00000000—0
hospital
Karned runs, Oxford 8. Two-base hits, not be able to
this year to 945,264.
appear in court for severa
Adams 2. Three-base-hit, DeWolfe. Struck out,
1. Left days.
by Adorns 7; by Carrier 9; by Farnum
on bases, Oxford 9; Bryant's Pond 8. First base
UNNECESSARY EXPENSE,
oa errors. Oxford 1 : Bryant's Pond 3. Umpires,
STOMACH TROUBLES AND CON
Acute attack· of oolio and diarrhcei Shaw and Curtis. Scorer, Thayer.
STIPATION.
come on without warning and promp
A young man and his sister, by the
relief muat be obtained. There is ni
No one can reasonably hope for goo<
in
was
home
whose
of
ι
of
name
Richards,
necessity of incurring the expenae
when the bowels are constipât
were drowned at Chain ol digestion
physician's service in such casesami New Tork,
the upsetting ed. Mr. Chas. Baldwin, of Edwardsville
since
few
a
Ponds
by
Cholera
days
Chamberlain's Colic,
III., says, "I suffered from chronic con
Dlarrhwa Remedy is at hand. A dos of » boat.
stipation and stomach troubles for sever
of this remedy will relieve the patien
The intense itching characteristic ol al years, but thanks to Chamberlain'
before a doctor coald arrive. It ha
salt rheum and eczema is instantly al Stomach and Liver Tablets am almos
never been known to fail, even in tb
Chamberlain's Salve cured." Why not get a package ο
most severe and dangerous case· and n< ; layed by
this salve it these tablets and get well and stay well
diseases
skin
for
cure
a
As
family should be without it. For aaii
For sale by Shurtleff & Co. Price 25 cents. For sale by Sburtleff i
unequaled.
by Shurtleff A Co., South Paria; Jone
Store

tion of great wealth in the hands of a Army,
electric car at Ole
a Biddeford
few men, etc. The remedy named was by
evening. The mem
for workingmen, and all who disapprov- Orchard Wednesday
bers of the Army had been holding ai
ed of the existing inequality of things,
and were marchinj ί
What the out-door service,
to vote the Socialist ticket.
back to their quarters, taking the cai
Socialist programme is was not explaintracks to avoid the mud, when the ca
ed, further than to say, in a general came
along. Captain Fitzsimmons wai 1
way, that it was to make co-operative the officer in
oharge of the Salvatioi 1
all industries, with the control of them
Home in Portland. He was abou t
Army
themin the hands of the workingmen
38 years of age, and leaves a widow an< '
selves. As to how it is to be accomtwo children.
Inno
was
there
suggestion.
plished
terest in the subject did not seem to be
Children teething often suffer fror ι
little
very deep. There was quite a
or som »
audience at the beginning, but the pens *, Cholera Infantum, Diarrhwa,
them form of Bowel Complaint Db. Skti ι
of
number
a
scared
of
hat
a
ing
before the speaking wan Arnold's Balsam is the best remedj
away, and
4 : Drug Store,
finished the crowd bad dwindled to ι ι Warranted to you by F. A. Shurtleff
I Norway.
Co.
small buooh.

JT'

40

Totale,

10

D

Murch, of the Advertiser cellent account of itaelf in the shoot at
force, enjoyed bis vacation in Waterville Wakefield, Mass., last week. It captured tbe first position in tbe company
sentence of thirty days in jail, passed team match, and showed up well in the
by the municipal court on L. Parker of other competitions. The first two days'
Milton Plantation, Wednesday, was sus- shooting was done in the rain, under
bad conditions.
pended pending good behavior.
Emma McCrellis, of Portland, returned
In the company team match on TuesMr.
her
after a few days with
parent»,
day, Co. D stood first in a list of twenty-

road on Thursday. It is thought that
the way is now nearly clear for active
operations on the new road. It is und®r"
stood that work will be commenced
about the first of September or
Capt. Albert D. Alexander of Richmond visited his daughter, Mrs. L·. F.
Smith, in Norway, the first of the week.
Capt. Alexander is in his 84th year and
well and spry as a man of sixty years.
For many yoars he was in command of
Bath ships. He has sailed very extensively and his stories of actual exon board ship are of much
very costly and although Radcliffe was
lue
charged with only 8, the same number interest to those who listen.
were
finds many friands wherever he
Pond made,
as

Shooting by Co.

[they

C.

Meeting

year.

The first game ο I the day was very
late in starting and although called at
ten o'clock it was nearly eleven before
play was called. The teams were very
evenly matched and no better ball playing has been seen on the grounds this
season.
The opposing pitchers were
Shaw for Radcliffe, and Currier for
Bryant's Pond. Shaw is the former
Hebron pitcher now pitching for the
Seaside team at Old Orchard. He pitched a nice game, allowing Bryant's Pond
only 6 hits, but errors behind him wero

I*!)

Stephen II. Park. Presque Isle.
Milton F. Holt, Wilmington, Mass.
Charles N. Cobb, New Gloucester.
Martin A. Stowell, Bethel.
John Van Busklrk, Westbrook.
James M. Thompson, Portland.
Charles H. PI iter, Somervllle. Mass.
William H. Stiles, South Parts.
C· H. Kidder, Peru.
S. N. Bartlett, Bethel.
George E. Andrews, Portland.
W. U. Roberta, Auburn.
M. B. Fuies, Portland.
C. R. Bartlett, Locke's Mill·.
Ο. B. Sftavey, Buckfleld.
R. F. Mayberry, Mechanic Falls.
George A. Harmon, Mechanic Falls.
Ira C.Jordan, Bethel.
Johu Fox, Lovell.
Nathan W. Kendall. Blddeford.
F. M. Bean, Locke's Mills.
Seth P. Wtnslow, Woonsockett, S. D.
Daniel M. Crockett, Brldgton.
Charles D. Jontan, Harrison.
James Sawyer. Auburn.

'^Ernest

C'

uTh,litnp,eon,«

trains.
was well attendIt was appropriate that the Twelfth
ed yesterday when the pastor preached Maine should be entertained by Wm. K.
"A Christian's vacation." Psalm j Kimball Post. The regiment was musι,ιη
139; 14, "1 will praise thee; for I am ! tered in under Col. George F. Shepley,
fearfully and wonderfully made." Next1 and Wm. K. Kimball, for whom the post
Sunday the sermon will be on "Savona- j was named, was lieutenant-colonel and
rola and Martin Luther.1' A cordial afterward became colonel of the regiwelcome is exteuded to all visitors. ! ment.
The following members of the regiThe campmeeting at Poland holds from
at
Aug. 24 to Sept. 4. Mrs. H. A. Clifford ment were recorded as being present
this reunion, and there were probably
Las charge of the children's meetings.
some who did not register:
State Teachers' Examinations.
I.. H. Bradbury, Chelsea, Mass.
K. Pollard, Swamp<cott. Mans.
Candidates for state teachers' certifiMarshall
Emery, Lewlaton.
cates will be examined Friday, August
M I. Mllllken, Searboro.
M. S. Merrill, Saugua. Mass.
29, beginning at 8 A. M., at the following
•lame» 8. Wood, Dover, Ν. H.
places :
William D. Randall. Farmlngton.
Athens (WashingtonSchool), Bingham
I>. P. York, Dover, Ν. H.
J. F. Plummer. South Parle.
(High School), Blue Hill (Academy),
O. A. Maxim, Parla.
Uootbbay Harbor (High School), BrunsΝ Bolster, South Parle.
Canaan
(High Η.
wick (High School)
Alvlu Pike, Harrison.
Grand
Ellsworth
School),
Schoul.
Jamee E. Cole, Paris.
(High
Henry H. Maxim, South Parle.
(High
Isle (Church School), Houlton
J. O. Mason, North Lovell.
School), Jonesport (High School), LimM. W. Andrews. Bangor.
erick (Academy), Old Town (High
T. L. Eattman, Fryeburg.

of the y®*r for reDelightful
unions, conventions and picnie parties.
Mrs. B. F. Bradbury was at Augusta
season

and Mrs. Albert C. McCrellis.
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. CottoD ,eUr».cl
from their vacation passed at Wolfboro,
the week.
Hebron and Oxford in the afternoon and Ν. H., the first of
A. J. Stearns and Maj. Bial F. Brad
then the two winners. The surprise of
from Augusta and camp
the day was the good showing made by bury returned
on Wednee
the Hebron team and the poor showing of 1st Regiment, N. 6. S. M.,
returned Thursday.
made by Bryant's Pond in the last game. day. Maj. Bradbury
has
moved
nDeWitt Parmenter
The crowd had expected a hot contest
theMerrlll .tudio to the .tore
between the two winning teams, but
store on Main
such was not the case, the laet game noar the Geo. Hobbs
as has St
a
contest
sided
about
as
one
being
of the stoekhoiders of the
A
been
here this

infiWi'.:;::::::::::

principally devoted to
pointing out the inequality of conditions
Captain George H. Fitzsimmons ol
which exists to-day, especially as it
a member of the Salvatior
Portland,
concentrathe
affects the workingmen,
was run over and instantly killec
were

GROUNDS SATURDAY.

responsible for their defeat. Currier
also did well in the box and although
hit harder than Shaw he kept his bits
well scattered and received fine support
President
approresponded
Bradbury
a
commade
Mr. and Mrs. J. Π. Beau
Neither pitcher passed
after which the business of the at critical times.
bined business and pleasure trip of priately,
a batter or hit a man during the game.
session was transacted. The following
three days to Rutuford Falls and the
The fielding of both teams was, on a
are the officers elected:
Kangeley Lake region last week.
whole, very fast and clean, and one
Pnatdeat-T. L. KaatirM.
could tell by their playing that each
will
lut
Vlce-VreêHent—S·
E.
O.
Ν.
Brook
P.,
knight.
BrlngtOP»
Lodge,
Stony
•'«I Vice·President—G. A. Haetlngs, Fryeburjf. was
doing its utmost to win. γ
hold a meetiug Wednesday evening of
il V Ice Preti· lent—Marshall Emery, Lewie Farnura
both teams in batting
led
Eli J.
this week. Supreme Deputy
at the but.
and Treasurer—GeorKe E. A nitre we, with 3 hits out of 4 times
Swan will be present and address the
7S4 Couïwe St.. ΓοΛΙαπΊ.
Cole of Radcliffe was the only other
tueetiug.
Executive Committee—J· M·
man to make 2 hits during the game.
W.
land ; George E. Andrews, Portland, N. °w"
C. A. Jordan of Boston is spending a
The score:
Blddeford.
Kendall.
few days with his sister, Mrs. J. A.
BRYANT'S POND.
A dinner prepared and served by the
Jackson. Mr. Jordan has been,spendA.B. H. H II. Γ.Ο. A. I.
Ladies of the G. A. R. was spread in
Ο
0
1
0
ing the past few weeks in Nova Scotia Grand
*
0
c!f
RUllnga,
Army Hall at noon, at which J. Karnum. I.f
«
and Quebec.
η
η
0
ο
*
every soldier did his full duty, and an Bearce. c-....S
«
1
„
5
a
0
3
0
4
Miss Susie M. Wheeler, who has been hour of smoke and informalities followed. F. Farnum, 2 b
with Mrs. Barues at Peak's Island, reAn afternoon session opened in Odd Currier, μ
}
0
turned home Friday night on accouut of ι Fellows' Hall about 2 o'clock, with the
She is reported considerably retiring president, Comrade Bradbury,
illness.
«
more comfortable.
in the chair. The first business was the
of a vote of thanks, emphasized
12
27
β
8
passage
33
Totale,
George A. Bolster lias beon visiting with three cheers, toWm. K.Kimball
RADCLIFFE.
his father, Capt. H. N. Bolster, for a
the Ladies of the G. A. R., for
A.B. K. B.II. P.O. A. K.
home is in Post and
few days. Mr. Bolster's
the entertainment given the visitors;
Albion, Mich., and his business head- also a vote of thanks to the Odd Felquarters is in Chicago.
lows for the use of the hall. Capt.
»
Misses Isabel and Katherine Morton, Bolster took occasion to assure the Bouuey.
s
to
a
Montreal,
who have been on
visitors that as between the post and
trip
«
Quebec and the Thousaud Islands, be- the ladies, the larger credit was due the Lowell, β.β
J
0
110
2
N.
in
Y.%
relatives
-*
sides visiting
Canton,
ladies.
Sl.aw, ρ
,
A selection was played on violin and
returned home Thursday.
·'
11
27
8
1
.....36
Totale,
Mr. and Mrs. Davee, who
Mrs. Alfred II. Jackson and Miss piano, by
Score by Innings.
session.
more
the
several
during
1 2 3 4 8 6 7 8 9—Total.
N'ellie Jackson are visiting relatives in gave
that there
weeks. Mr. The chairman then stated
Massachusetts for two
Bryant's l»on<l,..0 01000020—»
was no fixed programme, but that any
ο oooioooo—i
Jackson will go Thursday to join them,
one who wished was at liberty to adStruck out. I>v Currier 4 ; by 8baw 3
and will remain until the first of next
dress the assembly, and that he wished bases. Radcliffe « ; Bryant'e Pond 4. Double
week.
the comrades would speak without i>!ave. Day to Davie; FlUcld, Lowell,
1
First base on errors. Radcliffe 3; Bryant l ond
Since Montana Harry was in town, a being called upon.
3· Earned rune. 0. Uroplree, Moody and Tola
aud
lasso
be
a
to
is
without
a
Such
whip
small boy
pro- m in. Scorer, Thayer.
apt
suggestion
None of them can j ductive of a prolonged if not a painful
is something rare.
OXFOBD 0; IIEBRON 5.
be classed as experts yet, but some of silence, but it was not so in this case.
The second game was called nearly on
the kids have surely got past the tender- j There was almost always somebody
be a very interesting
foot stage.
readv to speak, and though two or three time and proved to
did have to have their names called be- struggle, Hebron leading throughout
James S.
Hon.
Wright and Mrs. , fore
last of the ninth
the
until
they rose, they had something to the game
Wright left last Monday afternoon for a i say then, and things were kept moving. inning when Oxford got the two neces- j
iu
week's vacation journey, during which
Maxim read a letter of regret sary runs and won out. The pitchers
Ο A
they were to visit friends in Auburn, ! from Capt. W. W. Kimball, U. S. N., this game were Barrows of Portland for
a
make
and
North Jay and elsewhere,
Institute
of Col. W. K. Kimball of the Oxford, and Hall, the Leavitt
son
trip through the lake region.
Twelfth, who had been given a special pitcher, for Hebron. Both pitchers
and looked out of
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Penley and George invitation to the reunion. The speakers were very young
older players, but each
the
with
the
on
included
Marshall
place
in
attendance
afternoon
were
the
of
W. Whitman
a doubt that ho was ;
reunion of the Seventeenth Maine Regi- Emery of Lewiston, Η. II. Maxim of proved without
of the teams in this ,
for
!
fast
any
of
Farmenough
Randall
Portland
Wm.
D.
Harbor,
South
ment at Long Island,
Paris,
state.
of
the
Hall, although j
section
the
of
Mrs.
of
Jordan
Ira
C.
Bethel,
on the forty-third anniversary
iugton,
made the record
muster-in of the regiment, last Friday. ; Sarah Putnam of Bethel, Sylvanus Bean batted rather freely,
of
the day, his j
of Minot, K. Pollard of Swampscott, number of strike outs
Members of the hose companies and
of Chelsea, number being 9. Only in one inning,
H.
L.
Mass
Bradbury
the hook and ladder company are re- !
succeed in
Mass., and George E. Andrews of Port- the seventh, did Oxford
quested to meet at the assessors' office land.
bunching their hits off him, but errors
in Odd Fellows' Block, Tuesday evening,
him in the last two innings lost
Mumt'u
uu
wore
1 Il&ru
apoouucs, behind
Aug. J2, at 7:30, as many as can, for a merely informal talks, largely reminis- the game. Barrows also pitched well,
few minutes only.
dis- holding nebron to 7 hits and striking
I cent in their character. Only one
C. W. Bowkkk, Chief Engineer.
however, received
cordant note was struck, which was by out 0 men. He,
in the
» e<iuesuay, .iuk.
woe Κ
»ν», uei.
Mr. Bean of Minot. He pointed out the wretched support especially
Oxford seemed to
J. II. Little was called to KichmonU tu greater material progress that in his fourth inning when
ever knew,
Uteud the funeral of a former parishoner, > opinion the country might have made, forget all the base ball they with three
and four errors combined
ι tad the next day Mr. and Mrs. Little if the troubles could have been settled
I
and one double gave Hebron its
went to Lebanon, Ν. H., to attend the in some way without engaging in a singles
this Oxford steadied
fuueral of Moses S. Perley, a brother-in- costly war. He invited any of the five runs. After
and Hebron could not score again.
law of Mrs. Little. They remained at comrades to visit him at his home in down
a fine game,
!
Lebanon over Sunday, returning to Minot, but said that he had never joined Stone, who usually plays
6 errors on
nor attended many had a very bad day making
Grand
week.
the
this
well
Army,
Harps
Foss led in batting, making
as he had not seen the advan-1 10 chauces.
reunions,
Abijah C. Hall hxs been seriously ill tage of such action. No direct reference 3 htTs out of 4 times up. The score:
it his home on Oxford Street for the
to what he said was made in the meetpast week. His two children, Herbert ing, though later speakers confined their
Β.Η. ΙΌ. Α. Κ
Λ.II. Κ
F. Hall of Kansas City and Mrs. Her1
0
7
2
1
5
remarks largely to the reeults accom- Hike, l b
1
2
3
0
3
4
bert C. Kipley of J'awhuska, Okla were
β.β
Foes,
and
the
the war
advantages
3
1
by
4
2
plished
2
4
Χ
2-1)
arrived
Hall
dam»,
summoned here, and Mr.
0
0
4
0
5
1
of Grand Army membership, but criti- Nelson, l.f
ISaturday and Mrs. Kipley Sunday evenο
ο
β
ο
1
4
of his remarks was freely expressed l)eWolfe, c
was cism
0
1
0
Hall
Mr.
0
1
5
Monday morning
ing.
Shaw, r.f
in private.
0
13
12
5
in
some
better
Barrows,
ρ
as
appearing
reported
0
to
0
in
time
was
closed
0
1
0
The
4
meeting
Bowie, c Λ.
is
0
1113
4
respects, but little hope of recovery
allow the visitors to take the afternoon Stone, 3 b

Of the several veterans of the Twentythird Maine Regiment in the place. School),
School),
Pembroke (High
Chandler Swift was the only one who Presque Isle (High Scbool), Rock port
to
atbraved the storm of Weduesday
(High School), Saco (Park School), S.
Center
tend the reunion of the regiment at Paris (High School), Turner
of
account
On
lake (irove. Auburn.
(Leavitt Inst.), Windham (High School).
attendthe
in
Prelimiof
weather,
the
sent
not
the .severity
Teachers who have
can take the
ance was very small, Mr. Swift being the
nary Examination reports,
F.
Co.
from
member
present
examination ^nd send in such reports
only
Conductors of the examination
Mrs. Aurilla Small, mother of Jeffrey later.
to furnish such with
J. Merrill of this place, who was living will be prepared
blanks.
in Oxford near the Norway line, died necessary
All appearing for examination should
Tuesday night, aged 73. The remains
halfwas take with them at least twenty
were brought here and the funeral
of writing paper 8x10 inches in
held at Mr. Merrill's Thursday after- sheets
of size, a properly sharpened pencil, and at
noon, attended by liev. C. A. Brooks
least a dozen pins to fasten papers toNorway. Burial was at Rumford, where
taken
morning.
gether.
the remains were
Friday
W. W. Stetson,
State Supt. Public Schools.
Dr. Ε. B. Clark moved his household
Pond
goods on Thursday from Bryant's
into the house of W. L. Farrar on High
drove Meeting Postponed.
Street, which he is to occupy as office
On account of the severe storm, the
and residence. Walter L. Bonney and
meeting of the Oxford Universalfamily are moving from the Farrar grove
at Bryant's Pond was
house into a rent in Ε. N. Haskell's ist Association
from Wednesday, Aug. 16, to
house, ami Nelson G. Elder and wife are postponed
Aug 22. The programme as
moving from the Haskell house into the Tuesday, announced will be carried out.
Beman house, which lie recently pur- originally
chased and has repaired considerably.
Gorton's Big Minstrels will appear at
A Socialist meeting was held in MarNorway Opera House August 24). The
the
ket Square Thursday evening,
management promisee everything new
speakers occupying a dry goods box as a this season with this favorite company.
a
platform and being lighted by gasoline There will be big novelty features, great
torch. The speakers were Mr. Golddancing specialties, sweet singing, amusthwaite of Norway. E. A. Tyler, and Curing comedy, etc., all of a first-class
tis A. Berry of Portland, the las( named
the character.
of
address
the
making
principal
The company will give a street parade a<
evening. Mr. Perry is a fairly easy and noon which is said to be one of the fines!
ready speaker, though without any and most complete minstrel parades evei
tire as an orator. The remarks

special
throughout

AT

The base ball tournament held at the
fair grounds Saturday was a great success.
The weather was fine, and a fair
steed crowd came out in the forenoon
and a large crowd In the afternoon. The
four teams, with the exception of Bryant's Pond, were strengthened for the
occasion, and although the playing in
the afternoon games was very loose at
times, the teams were all good ones and
capable of playing fine ball. In the
drawing the teams were paired Bryant β
Pond and Radcliffe in the forenoon,

The poultry fanciers of this vicinity
that Winslow
may be interested to learu
entertained.
Thayer has a Hock of pure bred Barred
hatched the
!' y mouth Kock pullets,
The Methodist church
.'"th day of March, which commenced

laying on the 1 St h day of August. He
Lis hatched some over 200 chirkeus this

TOURNAMENT

THE

BfcS®=:==i

Frothingham and son Wilvisiting in Terry, aud expect to!

September.

of

WINS

OXFOBD

j j

Wednesday.

Mis. W. ().
aie

ENJOYABLE

I

Mr and Mrs. T. F. Hathaway attendMaine
ci lie reunion of tho Thirteenth
Kt_ aient at Fairtield Tuesday.
II··we and daughter, Miss Howe,
M
of Mrs.
nt Medt'ord, Mass., are guests
Howe's brother, S. P. Stearns.
lie

AND

ι

Walker

guest

ATTENDED

REUNION ON

are

Miss Florence Tufts was the
friends at Old Orchard Sunday.

WELL

?

i.*

of
I -11· J. Monk attended the reunion
Bruusthe Sixteenth Maine Regiment at
w.i

Misses Mertie G. and Âita C.
visiting in Brownfleld.

▲

'"secretary

widng-i In Golden Cross llall.
Parris Council, No. 1821,
Arcanum
at 7:30.
: r»t au<l thirl Monday evenings

ι.

of Garland is a guest of

fryebui^

h month.

>:ii

Hathaway

Mrs. Mary Newell of Sumner is
guest at J. D. Haynea'.

18, 1905,

SOUTH

I.EAVE

Dr.

Oreat

NORWAY.

Bom Ml.

Twelfth Mala· at South Part».

to a frost several morn-

F. Wendell Rounds.

l.KA.ND T»P»« RAILWAT.
June

Pretty oloae
ings last week.

BE

MOLD

FIRST

AT

COST

TO

LUVrOJlER.

One Second-Hand
3-BURNER GASOLINE STOVE.
OVEN ATTACHED, ALL IN GOOD REPAIR.
CALL AND GET PRICE ON SAME.

At Cost !

ι

SET 6oo-POUND

SCALES.

PLATFORM

WILL BE SOLD AT

COST—OR CHEAPER.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

A BARGAIN IN WHIPS!
I AM SELLING THE BEST

QUALITY

FULL LENGTH

RAWHIDE WHIP FOR 50 CENTS AND GUARANTEE
THEM TO GIVE SATISFACTION. 35 CENTS BUYS A
REGULAR 50 CENT FULL-LENGTH RAWHIDE WHIP.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

new
With large, new buildings and
91 Main 8t.,
courses
equipment throughout, revised force, it
increased
teaching
and
of
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE hasstudy
the best facilities in the world for
GIVING FULL INFORMATION
young men and women.

US.
FILL OUT, CUT OFF AND MAIL TO

-

Norway, Maine.

Never has there been such a demand
a thorough
for young people who bave
than 30 aptraining for business. More

To

for Bliss
plications a month are received
Street, graduates. Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
at the school will
upon request. A call
or
town,
City
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.
Bears the

CASTORIA
S>T"
Tla KM Yw flin iUiriis Bwglt
For InfutS tnd Cfiidren.

^

-··

-··■··■».

·.■

S. RICHARDS,

Optician.

Best Work and Lowest Prices,

—-

_

c

^

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

ACHED IN EVERY BONE.
Womaa Who Was So
Skk She Could Not Sleep or Eat,

Chicago Society

—

Cured by Doan's Kidney Pills.
When a woman's kidney a go wrong,
her back gives out and every little task
becomes a burden. She is tired, nervous,
sleepless, run down—suffers daily from
backache, heahaches, dizzy spells, and
bearing-down pains.
Don't worry over imagined "female
and clean
to close out odd patterns
troubles." Cure the kidneys and you will
be well. Road how to find the cure.
up stock.
Marion Knight, of 33 N. Ashland Ave.,
Chicago, 111., member of the Chicago
Federation of Musicians and a well-known
club woman, says: "This winter when I
started to use
Doan's Kidney

Wool Carpets
Chas. F. Ridlon,

Pills I ached in
every bone and
had in tense
pains in the kid-

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,
E. W.

neys and pelvic organs. The
urine was thick
and cloudy, and

CHANDLER,

I could

Builders' Finish I

eat

barely
enough to

I felt a
change for the
better within a
of any
I will furnlah D<M>KS ami WINDOWS
Stie or Style at reasonable prices.
week. The second week I began eating
heartily. I began to improve generally,
live.

Also Window & Door Frames.

and before

well. I had spcut hundreds of dollars fur medicine tbat did not help me.
but $C worth of Doan's Kidney Pills restored me to perfect health."
A FREE TUIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Miss Knight will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-Mil-

and Job Work.

sale.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for

E.

IHMDLER,

W.

seven

weeks had passed I

was

Inside or
If In want of any kind of Finish for
line Lum
OuUUte work, »en<l In your orders,
for
Cash.
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap

Planing, Sawing

IiulTalo, X. Y. Sold ly all
dealers; price, fifty cents pec box.
burn Co.,

Pianos.

Plumbing and Heating.

still at the Andrews House,
attended to. South Paris, and selling the finest pianos
and organs, new and second hand, at the
sell for
Telephone connection. No charge lowest prices ever offered. IWrite
for
cash or on easy payments.
for team.
I have the best self
list of bargains.
in the world, don't fail
for
L·. BdC. Longloy,
I

am

Jobbing promptly

to hear it.
LOY S. EYSTEK, South Paris, Maine,
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Hay Tedder for Sale.
Osborne tedder,
very little used.

J.

Hebron Academy

last year and

new

pianos

player

Maine.

Norway,

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

1804-1905.

A. NOYES, South Paris.

Correspondence on toploe of inter» totne

Unfitted.

Comme,

of humility has never been laid at my
door.
My feathers are said to bring
bad luck, yet are utilized In room deco-

ration.
Even in uumbers I do not affect a
change of seasons. You may be able
to distinguish uie, too, as an enthusiastic Prohibitionist.
I am the title of a charming American love story.
I am called a group of islands.
I am a poem by Shelley.

I am a toy.
I rebuked one of the apostles.
I am sometimes the height of absurdity. yet saved a city and was once
famous for the extreme value of my
eggs.
No.

»0-4.—A I.uliyrlntli.

Λι-ademy will open

INCREASED endowment enables the

1 Trustees largely to increase and
strengthen the teaching force. Best and
most thorough instruction, at the lowest
rates. The school has been placed on
the approved list of the New England
College Certificate Board. Send for
catalogue to

disappointed. They cure torpid liver,
constipation, biliousness, jaundice,

headache, malaria and ward off pneumonia and fevers.

N1IUI3

ONLY

E.

VV.

vr

certain letter and proceed
The
four different directions.
iu
names of four cities may be spelled.
I'se no letter twice except the one

Lît'triu

Forgit th· Nam·. %

Don't

Nasal

Early Risers ÛâTÂBRH
Sold

by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Cream llilm is placed Into the nostrils, sprtaùj
tiie membrane and is absorbed. Belief la imn<-Uiate and a cure follows. It ie not drying—does
snttzlu^. Large Size, 60 eents at Drugi:«tt

Picture Frames

ai

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

All cargo, except Live Stock,
steamers of this Company, is
against tire and marine risk.

via thi
insure<

No. SiOT.—Diamond.
1. A letter. 2. A marsh. 3. Rank.
4. Nuptial ceremony. 5. Dirt deeply
7.
ti. A feminine name.
Insinuated,

and Pictures,

Commencing June 11th, from Portlam
at 8 r. m., and from Boston at 7 P. v.

A letter.

Mats, Mirrors

;

Franklii

CALVIN AUSTIX, Vice Presiden
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

On the Shelf.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Oculist,

will be

Elm

at

House, Norway
and ist Tueeda]
Offici
month.

Tuesday, Aug. I»t,
of each following

hours, 10:30 A. M. to 4
Eyes Examined free.

TRUES
ELIXIR

DKS.

I

F. A. & J. A. Greene

I
The

rera»>Iy ft>r
worou ai cLiùlreu or u4u<u. S5o at Tour druc*i«ta.
OIL J. r. TKl t A CO., Auburn Me.
on

iur*.

%
I

J

Wanted.

SPECIALISTS
in the Treatment and Cure

entirely

of

Diseases.

34 Temple

Place,

Spruce,

BON ro.X, MA»S.

and

Long established and successful pracProve*! professional skill and ability. Expert and honest treatment. High
standard of medicines. Reasonable ;tu'l
fair charges. Advice at ofllce or by mall
absolutely free.
All patient* who call or write receive
personal attention. Dr. Ureene Is the

Fir,

Heiulocl
delivered al

Poplar

Uce.

any elation.

well known Me<llcal Lecturer an<l proprietor of the trreat family medicine. Dr.
Greene's Servura Blood and Nerve kern

WEST PARIS,

booklet,

Un Wednesday. Aug. 30, 1!*V>. at 9 A. v., th
School Committee for the tow:
of Parle will consider bid· for conveylnjc
In the several districts where transportation I
customary. All bid· must be written, sealeil
and placed In the hands of the Superlntenden
of Schools before the hour named above. Rlxh
reserved to reject any or all bide. For Informa
tion apply to the undersigned.
A LTON C. WIIΕ ΕI.EU.
Supt. of School· for town of Paris.

Superintending

FOR SALE.
pigs, five weeks old, and pur«
blood Holstein bull, two years old
H. M. BERRY, South Paris

[

I have for sale a
nice

heavy duck.
Apply to

You

a

new

tent, made

ol

Size 14 χ 28 feet.

HARRY

DUDLEY,

Bucktield.

Auk- 12,19U8.

spin

yam about

placo you should know that Paroid
experinent. It has been on the market about

Ια the first

is no
ten year* and has stood the test. In 1898 the U. S.
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
years later, it having proved so satisfactory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
they are still using it. The sales of Paroid now are
well up to 400 carloads a year or approximately
20,000,000 feet.
We have handled Paroid for about three years
100,000 feet and the sale is
and have sold

nearly
rapidly increasing.

Another thing to be considered is the low cost
with shingles, being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quantity
for the extra
and thickness used, than a medium quality cedar, making allowance
are entirely
cost of laying the shingles. There are many roofs so flat that shingles
at a small part oi
unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof
windows.
By using
the cost It is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer
Paroid it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with flat roofs at a big
Red Rope Roofing which
saving in material. We have the well known Neponset
be pleased
is an excellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more. We shall
to furnish samples and further information on application.
as

compared

S. P.

ΜΑΤΓΤΜ

bad way financially.
What is the cause of It?
Bcorjel—As nearly as 1 can learn, he
has been trying to maintain an automobile position in society on a bicycle inIt May

Be So.

When ie it right to take any one in?
When it rains.
l'u/mler.
Key
No. 191.—Insertions: lun-o-cent. Mato the

rgin.

No. 192.—Mother Goose Portrait Puzzle: Can you draw this picture of
Mother Hubbard?
No. 103.—Anagram: Tolstoi.

No. 194.—Transposais : Silver, sliver.
Trade,
China.
With, whit.
tread. Sent, nest.
2.
No. 19ό.
Triangle: 1. Chair.
Hymn. 3. Amy. 4. In. 5. R.
No. 19®.—Novel Acrostic: Sandpiper.
1. Summer. 2. Anthem. 3. Nickel. 4.
7.
β. Indigo.
5. Parade,
Diadem.
Pallet. 8. Easter. 9. Riddle.
—

No. 197.—Charade: Safe-guard.
No. 198.
Beheadings and Zigzag:
Washington. 1. S-wish. 2. S-harp. 8.
O-ruse. 4. M-arch. 5. S-nall. β. C anon.
8. A-stlr. 9. S-coop. 10.
7. A gain.

& SON, Agents,

8-wain.
No. 199.—Burled Trees: 1. Beech.
Ash. 3. Elm. 4. Maple. 5. Tew.

2.

If you are troubled with dizzy spells
headache, indigestion, constipation, Hoi
lister's Kooky Mountain Tea will make

you well and keep you well. If it failt
get your money back. That's fair. 3£
cents. F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.; Orin Ste
vena.

Tent for Sale.

pupil

We want to

MAINE

Six

NOTICE.

Many Wheel·.
sorry to hear that

—

Ε. H. PIKE,

descriptive of Dr. Greene's
methods, remedies and treatment, will be
mailed free upon application.

Too

Godfrey—I am
Squallop is In a

Chain,

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Nervous and Chronic

That Jam. alas.
Stays on the shelf
Until you're laid
On It yourself.

come.—Chicago Tribune.

SOUTH PARIS,

Nichols St.,

P. M.

The sweets of liie
We want In youth
Beyond our reach
Remain iri truth.

Mouldings s,JL.

&

American*.

Dov.sT too lose there.
Heed C. men way cup.
Begin L win in manly jar·.
Carver delve long.
Jen Κ Ford lock heel.

KLY liltOTUKKS, M Warren Street, New York

Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)

η

(Anagrams.)

produce

7 p. M.

J. F. LISCOMB,
Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

No. We.—Well Know

gists or by maii; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.

Superb new steamers of this line leavt
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and Indis

a

Delete to untie an«l leave to miss.

over

4l.BG.

ao,·».—Deletions.
food aud leave a nail.
a
sea soldier and leave

a

state.

<;cickly.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
F«ro

Delete
Delete

r!k'an!*8,9"otii«-; »ml hor*.r9
'Ue dieeaied membrane.
It cured caiurrh und drive»
*way a cold lu the head

Portland Division.

begin.—St.

So.

^ly's Creaia Balai

Eastern Steamship Company.

at a

with which all four cilies
Nicholas.

In ail ita stages there
thifdd be cieaxùness.

AO

riohest

Animal Story
Little

Per

Folks

A Race With a Train
"They say that geese are slow on
their feet," said Billy Goose one day.
"Now. If I only had some one to ride
my back I believe I could beat a
railroad train running, and I would
not flap my wings once."
Well, Polka Dot agreed to ride tym,

on

and they

waited for

a

train.

tents of
egg shell is water, both the
yolk and white must be kept away from
the air when takeu from the shell or the
water will evaporate, leaving, in the
case of the white, a thin substance that
looks like pieces of gelatin, and which is
still usable, while the yolk is a dried,
decomposed mass that is completely
wasted.
The yolks of eggs can be used without
the slightest difficulty, a long list of

case

For Infante and Children.

The Kind You Have

with Chinese Moi.a:ju:c.;auj. In
in lvan-

lula-

IΝ

Goose with I'olka Dot got on one track
and held tlielr breath until they eaw α

UnyJtm Smd'

The Truth of It.—"Yes," said old
Skinner, proudly, "luck and pluck made

mostly pluck"—
"Yes," interrupted the man who knew
him, "luck in finding people to pluck.'

me, but

Dear G us:—I have solved the motherin-law problem, just give her regular!}
It
Hollieter's Rocky Mountain Tea.
will make her healthy, happy and docilc
35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
as a lamb.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin Stevens.

He—Reggie Fitzjames has become
recklessly engaged to any number ol
girls, but he always gets out of it
She—Does he really?
He—O, yes! He merely has to go and

ask the father's consent and it's all

over.

It will wash and not rub off

F.

This complexion all envy me,
It's no secret so I'll tell
Take thou Rocky Mountain Tea.
▲. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin Stevens.

Matter-of-fact.

Reader—"Ye-es,

the

lines sound well, but what do thej
mean?"
Poet—"Mean! Why, man alive, those
verses are for a magazine!'1

Foley's Kidney Cure is a medicine
free from poisons and will cure any case
of kidney disease that is not beyond the
reach of medicine.
Co.

F. ▲. Shurtleff A

Jack—What do yon do when in doubt
about kissing a girl?
George—Give bar the benefit of the
alone.—New Idea.
doubt

tStml'
fJWar
mm

A perfect Remedy for Constipa-

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

to see Just
you may Imagine my delight
how they managed to touch and dip up
the water as they came within a few
swallow
steps of me. You see, the
as
takes up water in Its lower bill just
a little water in a
you would dip up
of your baud
spoon or in the hollow
a
while you glided over the surface in
boat. Only the under half of the open
If the upper
bill touches the water.
half were also to touch, the water
iu
would be forced out on either side
stead of being scooped up into (he bill.

Facsimile Signature

NEW VORK.

EXACT COPY or WBARPCR.

A Lake That Store» lient.

sun's
There Is a lake that stores the
northeastern
In
at
Medeve,
heat
Transylvania. Thick beds of rock salt
underlie the district, and a similar forin
mation appears upon the surface
some of them over KXt feet in

aOMMNV. new von· cm.

—

/

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

metropolitan newspaper for busy people,
Free Delivery Carrie·
good as a daily, and your Rural
brings it to your door three times every week. and
Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
The Daily
and contains all the most important news ci

GOOD

almost as

is a

AS

Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
not
If you live in the village or on a farm and have
close touch

time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in
small cost.
with all important news of the world at a very
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
it with
secure
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can
The Oxford Democrat,
own favorite local

A

DAILY

newspaper,

your

9111 Papers One Va II $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order ami money
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address

on a

to

The Oxford Democrat,

postal

card to THE NEW-

will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

DECORATE.

white ankles
Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Kvory inch a king. Black stallion,
owned
by
behind, 10 hands, weighs IKK) pounds,
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WnEELER, South Parie, Me.
"The Handsomest Horse iu
Sired by Dakk Dkvii., 2.0!), by Mamhkino Kino,
Jewel (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jewel.
right hind ankle
large
King, (p) 2.19 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, Siredsnip, Ai.mo.vt J it., 1*29.
by
Bred at Village Farm.
white. Foaled June 8, 1880.
2.14 1-4; Olobe, 2.14 3-4;
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Wardwell,
2.10 1-4; And 40 other»
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Ward well, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (ρ)
in 8.80.
J.
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W.
WARRANT.
TO
?25
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS:

WHEKLKR, SOUTH

DIRECT.

COUNT

Fouled June £">,
hind legs white.
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white,
1902. Bred at Village Farm.
Siked dy Direct Π αι., 2.04 1-4.
by Mambrino King, 1279.
Dam, The Countess
Klorl<la
Dam of Chlineebrlno(4),2.2S 1-4, sire ot
In
2JO.
others
2
Chimes (p), 2.It! 1-4, ami
by Almont, Jr., 1829.
.......
2d dam, Toilet,
Dam of lleaMuary Legatee,2.311-2; Geyser lloy,
2.20 14.

by Dictator,

3d dam, Mermaid

of
Sister of La Oscaletta, 2.29 3-4: gramtam
Lucretla, 2.20; Itlulne, 2.27 1-2; <lam of Almont
Dictator, sire of 1.

WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S

TERMS

:

«25 TO WARRANT.

good

Their

MK

beauty, superior intelligence

and general usefulness on the farm
and about the home will surprise you.
M. E. BENNETT,
Bucktield, Me.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Wanted.
gentleman of fair education to travel
Salary #l,u72 per
for a firm of $190,000 capital.
A'Mren»
year and expenses, paM weekly.
Sooth
Pari·, Me.
M.PKBCIVAL.
Lady

MASONIG BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephone Oonneotion.

PARIS,

FOR SALE.

condition. Apply to
F. A. TAYLOR,
Buckfield, Me.

J. WALDO

SOUTH

SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS.
If in want of a clog try the Collie.

House of S rooms, stable and two
of land, fruit trees, etc. All in

acres

STABLE,

113.

ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

For Sale.

or

QUAKER RANGE

The

nickel

in the

rails

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.
50 CtS.

Indispensable

guttered

\

OCMTAUd

▼Nf

D0W" "d

50 CtS.

.

Weak ..

Variety Store, Norway.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

physicians

Shortlaft * Co.

CASTORIA

MS.

—St. Nicholas.

"L.

Γ? ▲.

jjCl

DdSiS

Κ

Mary Churchill Emmett

bladder.

of

Alb mouths old

—

or

rksfm

tion, Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea

XcUcJUU

th· north

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

JbtJmm*
Rrf-"'

pond

their possibilities being given below.
The white of an egg becomes more of a
problem, but, while the yolk is more
readily employed in the realm of cookery, the white can be kept for a much
mounds,
longer length of time—indeed, the dried
height. Among these the lake rests
white, which becomes albumen, can be
at fully Ι,ΛΙίΟ feet above sea level.
kept in a sterilized jar, closely covered,
almost
until entirely used.
Upon the surface its water is
α
If the yolks of several eggs are to be
sweet, four Inches below there is
wonthe
naval
and
operations,
military
Dot.
used, and the whites are to be set away derful
of salt, at two feet there is
medical
twentieth
their
of
departcapacity
until the household pressure is lighten"Don't stop me." said Billy Goose.
one-fifth, and at live feet the water is
ment in time of war, their dignity and
ed, when they are to be converted into moderation as victors.
In
And the next moment the train hit
practically saturated with salt.
augel cake, place in a clean earthenware
has advertised, likewise, the tre- poor Billy and there wasn't anything September, after a summer's sunshine,
It
bowl, cover closely, and set directly mendous
possibilities of the vast empire left of the race, so far as he was con- the thermometer showed the lake's
upon the ice, where they w\ll keep per- of
as a factor of immense im- cerned. but a basketful of goose feathChina,
waters to be 150 degrees four feet
fectly for three or four days. After eggs
in all future consideration of ers that Polka Dot picked up from the
portance
can
are this old, even in the shell, they
Even by April, after a whole
down.
or
tho far East, whether commercially
track half an hour later, when he had season of wintry weather, it had only
no longer be called "fresh."
For use, add a pinch of salt to the egg
recovered from the shock.—Atlanta been reduced to 80 degrees.
ExperiFinally, it has advertised to every Constitution.
whites, beat stiffly, and then proceed to
in Great
thie
in
ments have proved thai this is due
man
country,
thinking
follow out the recipe selected.
and in the nations of Continental
to absorption and retention of the sun's
When egg whites have dried before Britain
the fact that in what Japan has TlieTVlfe,the Church,the Five Dollar· heat by the salt saturated solution.
Europe,
on
the
are
ice,
covered,
put away,
they
and done so admirably, there is a
Irving Parke allowed himself to be
or if one has no way of using them up done,
lesson of becoming humility to all other persuaded to accompany his wife to
Grace Knive».
before they have time to spoil,
on the earth.
church, and, of course, after he got
out in a thin layer on a flat plate or plat- people
There is a curious class of knives of
The immonsely costly publicity—in there he found that
part of the service the sixteenth century the blades of
ter, and dry slowly in a cool oven. To
the advertising—of this
be successful this must be done just (jther words,
devoted to raising a small fund for which have engraved on one side the
as to change the was
such
been
has
war
right. If the oven is too hot, the egg great of the whole world for all man- church repairs. His first feelings of musical notes to the benediction of the
When dry, aspect
will coagulate and spoil.
resentment wore away under the plead- table, or grace before meat, and ou the
break off the pieces of albumen and kind.
as we now have a more
much
as
ings of the preacher, and when his wife other the grace after meat. These
By
place them in a sterilized and perfectly
appreciation of those who dwell in handed £■' to the usher he thought of knives usually went In sets of fot:r.
dry jar, cover tightly, and set away till just
the
areas
abutting upon
the great
the economy she must have practiced
used. All that one does in this case is
representing a four part harmony of
western shores of the Pacific ocean—by to have saved that much out of her alto remove the water, and by adding
bass, tenor, alto and treble. They were
in
them
increasing lowance.
as much as we hold
wator to the albumen one has white of
recent
of
kept In an upright case of stamped
events
the
of
for respect because
But the fund still lacked a small sum leather and were placed before tl..·
egg once more, and it may be used
so much are we broadinfants' food, according to the formula months—by just
of being complete, and as other men
our conception of what is due
singers according to the adaptation of
advised by the physician, or it may be ened in
for the cause, at the «acli one to his particular part.
As
us to them in the future; and like- spoke a good word
used in the prepared food of consump- from
truer patriotism
was
same time giving from their cash surwho
need wise are we taught the
may be supposed, the inscription
tives and other invalids
selfour own national
plus, Mr. Parke felt the spirit possess- usually In Latin. The following
nourishment that is easily digested. of moderating
esteem.
ing him.
men is taken from actual knives of the
Any white of egg that has inadvertently
"We all want to see our church kept
been allowed to dry may be scraped from
"Pro luis beneticlis Iieus.
for a Sure Sign.
period:
Watching
In good repair," he said, "and I will
the side of the dish and placed in the
tibi" (For thy good gifts.
over
ngimus
gratias
men
two
together
"Those
talking
jar, since it is albumen.
supplement my wife's gift with $3 Ο (Jod, we thank thee).
are worth a good many millions
Aside from these ways, the whites of there
more."
between them."
eggs may be used with one whole egg in
As he said this he felt In his fob
Mur»·* <■ il(X 11 IIii·.s.
"Which is the richer?"
puddings, calling for three or four eggs
but watch pocket for a five dollar bill which he
know
"I
don't
positively,
A song of bygone generation re
in the recipe. Very light cake may be
who's going to speak to had placed there the night before. It
made in this same way, using one whole the bishop,
proaclied the Trench wilh calling t' 'ι
them."
was gone. He felt In other pockets, his
mothers "mares" ami all their ila: ;
egg and two or more whites. An extra
"Why?"
embarrassment growing each moment, ters "fillies," ami It Is easy to imagl.i
egg white in an omelet makes it light
with
"See which one he shakes hands
and then, as if an inspiration had come that
and dainty, but too many egg whites will
"filly" Is connected wit It "HI it·.
make it tough. Two egg whites to one first."
upon him, he turned an accusing look As a matter of fact, the won! "illly" !
in
used
be
Johnnypancakes,
on his wife.
yolk may
MEN PAST SIXTY 1IN~ DANGER.
of Scandinavian origin ami is really ::
cake, waffles, rice puddings, sponge
Mrs. Parke flushed; the congregation, diminutive
"foal." 8hakeq;i'.ui
of
More than half of mankind over sixty
cake, gingerbread, etc. Silver cake can
suffer from kidney and which had be*in enjoying the scene, makes I'uek disguise himself !ιι "lil
be made from the whitee of eggs entire- years of age
disorders, usually enlargement burst into laughter, contributions were ness of a filly foal." "Mare" is tlx
ly, extra whites may be used in souffles, bladder
This is both painful called off for the day, and the preacher
of
feminine
"mere,"
and there are many ordinary dishes that of prostate gland.
Anglo-Saxon
and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney Cure pronounced the benediction.—Chicago
can be made into extraordinary ones by
a horse, a trace of which re"uiearh,"
danof
should be taken at the first sign
Itecord-IIerald.
the use of a meringue.
mains in "marshal," which properly
correcte irregularities and has
A most delicious desert is made from ger as it
Mr.
this
disease.
signifies master of the horse.
of
cured many old men
is
called
and
whites
Time*.
"Meringues."
of
Old
Ilciiilndcd Him
egg
Rock Port, Mo., writes:
The egg whites are made very, very stiff, Rodney Burnett,
An old man whose millions were all
The .Host Accurate t'riiufIpc.
with enlarged prostate gland
and then sweetened lightly with sugar "I suffered
for years and after the time rolling up other millions for
As an instance of the JciIju v exist
which has the "zest" of oranges or and kidney trouble
two bottles of Foley's Kidney him not long since happened to notice ing in the relations between Norway
lemons, or both. That is, loaf sugar taking
better than I have for twenty the tin lunch pail of the new ollice boy and Sweden it may be noted that the
that has been rubbed on the outside of Cure I feel
I am now 91 years old." whose home was across the ferry from
an orange that has a sweet skin is then years although
boundary line between the two counA. Shnrtleff A Co.
the big city. It chanced that the lad tries is the most minutely exact in
pounded in a mortar and stirred into the F.
still whites. These are then spread on
was the newest and youngest of the
Europe. In every parish touche;! by
"Yes, indeed; my husband tells me numerous
buttered papers, being so stiff that they
boys employed by the Arm of the line there is deposited an elabo"He does? I'm glad you
everything."
run
and
do
not
remain in a little heap,
which the old man was the head and rate plan which is renewed every ten
warn my husband."
These are baked in a told me. I'll
over the paper.
had not had time to become acquainted
of surthe
years, the whole of the wo: !;
then
and
to
aside
set
cool oven,
cool,
with the personnel of the oflice. He
veying. etc., being carefully repeated
middle is ecooped out of each meringue,
Important Co Mother·.
was out at the moment, and a certain
each time.—Pearson's Magazine.
and the cavity tilled in with cream or
Examine carefully erery bottle of CABTOKIA,
half
tender
reminiscent,
curiosity
a aafe and «are remedy for Infanta and children,
anything else there may be at hand. Two
lift
I1d
the
to
millionaire
the
tempted
and see that It
Qualitle» ami the Sexe*.
meringues are placed together and laid
of the little round pail. There were
on a small chiua plate, the filling oozing
One of the charms of an Intimacy beBean the
over the sides.
two sandwiches of homemade bread, tween two
Chopped alraonde 01
persons of different sexes is
Signature of
a doughnut aud a piece of apple pie.
any kind of nuts or colored -sugar may
that the man loves the woman for qualas
a
one
over
each
be sprinkled
finishing Ια Uie For Over 30 Yeara.
The old man smiled. For a minute he
ities he docs not envy, an 1 the woman
touch.
The Kind You Hare Always Bought. was a boy again, and the little tin pail
the man for qualities she
appreciates
When yolks of eggs are to be Bet aside
before him was the one he himself had does not
pretend to possess. Ninefor a time, one must remember that the
carried fifty years ago. The new oflice teenth
Century,
only poesible way to use up yolks after
Grace—Weren't you very nervous
*
boy's face was a study when he disis
to
beat
to
have
commenced
dry
they
while Jack was proposing? Phœbe—I
behind the big
this
tableau
covered
thin
in
the
stir
whole
one
yolks,
would
he
egg,
afraid
up
should say so! I was so
Indian ΜιιαΙυ.
screen.
out a little with milk, and use over be
interrupted.
A travel.τ tolls a story of Indian
"That's my dinner you're eating!" he
chopped ham in a spider. The egg
magic. The Juggler was a Malay, who
cooks in this way and need not be wasted.
exclaimed indignantly at sight of the
CONSUMPTION THREATENED.
stroked with his lingers the blade of a
Place the yolks in a deep bowl and
face.
^
C. Unger, 211 Maple St., Champaign, striHigc
knife o;· cr. esc. The observer saw
long
pour over them, a spoonful at a time,
a
with
the
"I know it, my boy," returned
111., writes: "I was troubled
some clear, cold water, neither too cold
water fall drop by drop from the blade,
I
and
for a year
thought other, still smiling, "but you must let
Cover closely and set hacking cough
nor too hard.
which became fiaccld, like a strip of
I tried a great
I had consumption.
another bite
directly upon the ice. After they many remedies and was under the care me finish it now," taking to
India rubber. Thrown on the ground.
of the pie. "Here's enough
get you
become chilled do not allow the dish to
I
It bounced about, but was a knife blade
of physicians for several months.
another dinner"—and he handed the asbecome warm again until all the yolks
one bottle of Foley's Honey and
used
again when lifted by the juggler. An
When one or more egg yolks
a
dollar
bill—
five
are used.
tonished
youngster
Tar. It cured me and I have not been
examination showed that there was uo
are to be used lift each one out with a
a
as
be
as
one
won't
this,"
good
troubled since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. "only it
water on the mat on which the observskimmer, or pour off the water and skim
he added, with a twinkle in his eye.
er saw the drops falling.
out the yolks. Of course it is best to
Jones—A friend in need is a friend
have the yolks entire, but if one should indeed.
Told 111m Durk.
A Prayer Before Wurli.
by chance break use it first of all, since
Brown—Yes; but a friend not in need
Schoolmaster (to his wife)—My dear,
this one will spoil first.
The day returns and brings us the
is the most desirable acquaintance.
carewould
more
wish
I
speak
used
alone
you
be
The yolks of eggs may
petty round of irritating concerns and
in fruit cakes, in steamed puddings and QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUF- fully; you say that Henry Jones came
duties. Help us to play the man; help
from
Sunderland.
this
town
to
in pudding sauces. Since egg yolks conFERERS.
us to perform them with laughter and
tain the thickening protein material
Wife—Yes.
Foley's Honey and Tar affords imkind faces; let cheerfulness abound
known as "globulin,"
they can be mediate
wouldn't
Schoolmaster—Well, now,
relief to asthma sufferers in the
with Industry; give us to go blithely
used with one egg white in making cusworst stages and if taken in time will it be better to say that he came from
on our way all this day; brins us to
tards. There is no end to the cake reciSundcrlaud to this town?
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
a cure.
effect
our resting beds weary and content
pes which call for the egg yolks alone,
Wife—I don't see any difference in
and the real French brioche, or coffee
and undlshonored, and grant us in the
is painfully attentive to his the two
"Bliggins
expressions.
is
a
cake, made at home from egg yolks,
of sleep. Amen!—Robert
wife." "Is he then so much in love
Schoolmaster—But there is a differ- end the gift
For
delicious confection.
pumpkin, with her?" "I don't know. He may
Louis Stevenson.
Yon
don't
rhetorical
difference.
as
as
well
ence—a
sweet
potato pie,
squash, and
be afraid of her."
hear me make use of such awkward
custard, the yolks are sufficient, and merely
Would Like to lie There.
frozen custard or New York ice cream
Many persone in this community are expressions. By the way, I have a
A Maine 1'rench Canadian mill opmay be made from yolke alone.
suffering from kidney complaint who letter from your father in my pocket."
asked his overA quantity of mayonnaise dressing could avoid fatal results by using Foley's
Wife—But my father is not in your erative In Biddeford
of absence.
may be made from the yolks left from Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
You mean you have in your seer for a few days leave
pocket.
one angel cake, and while this may be
short of help, the overseer asked
Being
father.
a
from
letter
my
pocket
bottled and kept cold on ice, any woman
Umpire—"Play ball!"
Schoolmaster—There you go with him if It was anything very particular
will find neighbors who will be glad to
Voice from the Bleachers—"What's de
ho
You take a de- that he wanted to stay out for. and
little quibbles.
in
obtain a small quantity of mayonnaise
use of givin' dem fellers orders dey can't your
niarto
I'm
git
"Yaasir;
goln*
alare
You
or
for
me.
replied,
in
harassing
light
fill?"
exchange for something else
Iak lie there; that all."
ways taking up a thread and repre- rlt, un I'd
money. Mayonnaise may be made quite
01
cream
with
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE.
thick, and then thinned
senting it as a rope.
lemon juice as it is used.
Will cure Bright's Disease.
Wife—Representing it to be rope,
The yolks of eggs may be dropped
Will cure Diabetes.
you mean.
into boiling hot water and cooked until
Will cure Stone in Bladder.
Schoolmaster—For goodness' sake be
hard, then one has a hard-boiled egg
Will cure Kidney and Bladder Diseases. quiet. I never saw such a quarrela
for
hand
on
garnishing many
yolk
The Talented Actress Finds the
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
some woman la my life.—London Mail.
dish. When a bard-boiled egg yolk is
F." Medicine
called for in a recipe, it is a matter of
The Real Thing.
Gladys—Is he a
economy to remove the white and cook hustler?
Somber Christianity.
the yolk in this way, when one has the
Ethel—Well, he met me on Monday,
The Auld LIcbt kirk when Dr. Chalwhite for some other purpose. The looked
pa up in "Bradstreet's" on Tues- mers visited it was a terribly bare lit"WH,LE ,n your ct,y *°m·,Ime ·εο
yolks of two or more eggs added to a day, and proposed on Wednesday 1
bought several bottle s of the True
tle building. The elders were a grim
pint of cream will improve its flavor
'L.
P.* Atwood'a Bitterest your (toreand
on
their
bonnets
their
set.
in
They kept
milk,
"I had diabetes in its worst form,"
amazingly. When beaten up
found that it greatly benefited me. I
and
wish to set some more. I send you my
egg yolk answers every purpose as a dip writes Marion Lee of Dunreath, Ind. "I beads till the minister entered,
In
route and several addressed stamped enstick
for slices of German toast, and egg balls tried eight
relief.
a
hand,
without
large
they had each
velopes. Please tell me where I can profor serving in soup are made with the Only three bottles of Foley's Kidney which they used for "chappin" their
cur· the medicine when I reach New
yolks alone. Scrambled egg may be Cure made me a well man." F. A. noses through all the service. The
York. 1 am anxious In the matter, for It
made from one entire egg, three yolks, Shurtleff Λ Co.
minister wore no gown or bands. Ho
did me more good than anything I have
and a little milk, all stirred in a
•ver taken and I must have several bot·
a
sermon, full of sound
Teacher—Wait a moment, Johnny. gave very long
pan together, and yolks may be used for
Mahv Churchill
tie· tight away."
but without the smallest pracdipping croquettés. Then there are What do you understand by that wora divinity,
Eumbtt, of "Sowing the Wind" Co.
a
and
without
vestige
tical
application
many fillings for cakes and frostings, "deficit"? Johnny—It'· what you've
which are made from yolks without any got when you haven't got M much as if of feei'ug. At length Dr. Chulmers got
of
all
white of egg, gold cakes
sorts, you just hadn't nothin'.
out, the dismal worship being ended,
cookies, sauces, sweet and otherwise,
and bis word was, "If these people
Certain, Safe and Reliable that No
and a long list of other things which are I Foley'· Kidney Cure will oure all ever get to heaven, they will live on
ter Medietas Can Take Its Plaoe
to b· mad· from the yolks of eggs disease· arising nom disordered kidneys
eld· of It"

/jX

of
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closely

AOKEED TO HIDE

Signature

norMiueraL
Not "Nahc otic

where every evening many barn swallows came to bathe
and drink on the surface of the glassy
In
water. With sketch book and pencil
watched the birds, and
hand I

POLKA DOT

( HII.DKKN

Opium,Morphine

ΙΙαπ Swnîlou·· Drink.
Of course we know that swallows
drink as they skim over the surface of
and
water. We have seen how here
there the water ripples on a pond
when swallows are gracefully skimto and fro. One day I sat down

beside a small

F Λ \ IS /

Bears the

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither

picion.

ming

Always Bought

^Vegetable Preparationfor As

moland propagated their falJi. Th.se
east
lahs visit every country iu the
are
where the followers of the prophet
to be fouud aud keep up the ties of the
faithful with Islam. As they often
disstir up dissatisfaction and foment
turbances against the Chinese authorisusties, the latter regard them with

War as an Advertisement.
train coming on the other.
(Warie'e Fiber ami Fabric )
"Toot! toot!" said the train.
The war between Russia and Japan,
"Get up!" cried Polka Dot.
now practically at an end, may be re"We're ofT!" sang Billy Goose.
advermost
tho
as
stupendous
garded
And down the tracks they went. It
tisement of modern times—if not, infast
deed, in the whole history of the world. was really quite surprising how
Around the
It has advertised, for the Russian no-1 the goose could run.
bility, their land hunger, their disregard curves, across hedges and through tunof solemn pledges, their boastfulness nels
they hurried until I'olka Dot got
aud their incapacity to lead their forces real
and his eyes were tilled with
dizzy
to victory on land or sea.
cinders.
Russian
peoIt has advertised for the
Presently what should Billy Goose
ple their terribly oppressed condition,
of
a
see ahead of him but another train,
fierce
so
puband has turned
glare
coming in his very direction and on the
licity upon them that for very shame
must consent to some selfsame track on which he was runrulers
their
amelioration of their unhappy lot.
ning.
It has advertised, for the Japanese,
"Toot! toot!" said the train.
their previously unsuspected ability in
"(Jet out of the way." said Polka
The

missionary
are very
for years declares that they
to boasting
quarrelsome, much given
in spite
of their Turkestan origin, and,
a
dii!.k
injunction.*,
the
of
prophet's
I u uail.> the
great dei.1 of wine. Thi

lllugaiiiu, and more especially
suh, a few of their spiritual teachers
of Arabic and
keep up their knowltdg
Aral» or
are occasionally visited by
Billy central Asian mollahs, who follow the
old Arab trade route by way of Haul,
traded
by which the Arabs originally

and

an

A traveler In the upper Taugtse proviu the town of
inces of Cbina found
MohammeChinese
many
Hlngaufu
with
dans who keep up communication
A
Arabia.
oi
religiouists
fellow
their
who hue lived among ibom

spread

SARGENT,

PRINCIPAL.

K. C. DeWITT * CO., CHICAGO

the

proceeded
this question
yolks
earnestly at the study and practice
leave sick.
whites of eggs demanding consideration. kept
leave
of
the
and
art, and by degrees became suffiTake tea from a quick pull
Out of a little bunch of experience
ciently expert to take down a speech if
a sorceress.
came the following bits of egg knowbeen
necessary, but stenography lias
Take tea from part of a wheel and ledge, and suggestions as to disposing
used by him mostly for brief memoranda
leave wrath.
economically of the whites and yolks of convenient as an aid to the memory.
which had been
Take tea from sour and leave sci- eggs, the remainder of
"To acquire shorthand writing is nothused in some other culinary effort.
ence.
particularly praiseworthy in a young
ing
fresh
to
eggs,
All that is said refers
who takes it up as a business and
Take tea from cord and leave a bevperson
in
and not to those that have been kept
to use the art as a help to future
expects
erage.
lime, or packed in crates.
bread winning, but it is something very
the
a
fresh
tell
One may easily
egg by
\o. 203—Λ Flock of Bird·.
extraordinary in an old gentleman whose
dull, porous shell, that is rather thick
I bring happiness to homes all over when it is broken, while the stale or business responsibilities are stupendous.
"It is that kind of persistent industry
the world.
"suspicious" egg has a thin shining
lifts the particularly successful man
I am a famous poem and the first shell, rather fragile in appearance. Then, that
It was
I have since the water evaporates through the above the easy-going mediocrity.
bird messenger on record.
same devotion to work that enabled
the
is
not
that
often been regarded as a sign of ap- pores of the shell, an egg
Mr. Rockefeller to distance his competistrictly fresh is sure to "rattle1' when tors in the struggle for business suproaching misfortune.
ear.
the
to
the shell is shaken close
I am the bird of Juno, and the virtue
Since a large percentage of the con- premacy."
of how to use

^

Easy take and easy to act la
that famous little pill DeWltt'a
I
This Is due to
Uttlo Early Risers.
the (act that they tonic the liver Instead of purging It. They never grip·
nor sicken, not even the most delicate
lady, and yet they are so certain In
result* that no one vho uses them is
to

HOMJIUM denly see his stupendous fortune dwindle,

Addree·: Editor
Oxford Democrat, Paris. Maine.

man in the world would
take up stenography as a
of livelihood.
Using Whites and Yolks of Eggs. means
That Mr. Rookefeller is as expert a
Βίο. SOO.—Word Square.
One often bears a housekeeper remark writer of short hand as any one of the
1. A white substance found in the that angel cake would be eeen more frewill be
army of typewriters he employs
at
quently upon her table, since it is the interesting news to many. How the
•yster. 2. A girl's name. 3. On or
of
cakes, containing head of the Standard Oil company came
4. One who rides. 5. Looks most healthful
one side.
neither butter nor spices, and having no to take
obliquely.
up stenography is told as folfruit or rich flavoring, if only there were
lows by Railway and Locomotive Enthe egg yolks in μ
of
wav
some
up
using
some
Ho. SOI.—Riddle.
gineering, and serves to illustrate
reasonable way.
I have no foot. I have no hand.
of the characteristics whioh have conThen, too, angel cake is by no means tributed to his success in business:
And yet I took a cane
an expensive luxury, although many reAnd (how you'll scarcely understand)
"Λ few years ago, less than a decade,
Went swinging down the lane.
gard it as such, because one uses only when Mr. Rockefeller had reached the
cart
a
with
no
with
butter,
A laddie passing
half of the eleven eggs,
zenith of success in business and money
Espied me where I lay:
no milk, and merely the same amount of
heari
making, a young student was a visitor at
He picked nie up, but dropped my
cakes.
however,
in
other
used
If,
sugar
the Rockefeller home. This^youth had
And threw my cane away.
the yolks are used in a lavish mauner,
acquired short hand and was in the habit
merely because they are at hand, and of
Xo. ΧΟΧ,-Λ Cargo of Tea.
practising it for making passing
must be used at once or wasted, the cost
[Example: Tuke «tea from a snare of an angel cake is increased, because memoranda.
"Mr. Rockefeller noticed that one
and leave a blow. Answer—T-rap.]
the price of the entire egg must be chargevening, and proceeded to inquire how
Take tea from a piece of furniture ed up to the recipe.
much study and practice had been necesThe writer, having a family that is
and leave qualified.
The
sary to acquire the skill displayed.
Take tea from a legend and leave a quite partial to angel cake—one member, imformation was imparted, and next
cake
indeed, refusing everything in the
Mr. Rockefeller sent for a teacher
beverage.
save fruit and angel cake—found day
to learn stenography. He
and
Take tea from a money box and line,

Easy Pill Tuesday, Sept. 12, '05.
^

Trad·.

(H. T. Globe.)
If the Standard Oil company should
fail and John D. Rockefeller should sud-

probably

The Fall Term
Of Hebrou

Rockefeller'*

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD
;

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

